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Abstract 
The purpose of this project was to design three different bridges and select a fourth pre-

fabricated option for a 100-foot wide river crossing in Brimfield, MA. Structural designs addressed 

member sizes, connections, and ADA compliant handrails. AutoCAD and Photoshop were used for 

modeling and on-site photo simulations. The alternatives were evaluated based on a weighted scale of 

multiple criteria and engineering logic, before ultimately recommending a bridge to the US Army Corps 

of Engineers and the Brimfield Trail Committee. 
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Capstone Design 
In order to graduate from a college or university accredited by the Accreditation Board for 

Engineering and Technology (ABET), a student must complete a capstone design requirement. ABET 

General Criterion 4 states that “students must be prepared for engineering practice through the 

curriculum culminating in a major design experience based on knowledge and skills acquired in earlier 

course work and incorporating engineering standards and realistic constraints that include most of the 

following considerations: economic; environmental; sustainability; manufacturability; ethical; health and 

safety; social; and political.” This project addressed the following realistic constraints: economic, 

environmental, manufacturability, ethical, health and safety, social and political. 

 

Economic 
An important component of any engineering design is economics. The costs for procuring 

materials and for constructing the bridge were considered and minimized where possible. For this 

project, it was also necessary to consider the source of the funding. The primary sources were Federal 

grants and US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) funds. Due to the cost of the project, it was specified 

that the bridge may need to be built in sections as these funds become available. This had to be 

considered throughout the design process. Another important economic consideration is that if a 

project cannot be afforded, then it will not be built regardless of the quality of the design. To address 

these issues, a cost analysis of each of the bridge design alternatives was performed which mainly 

focused on the cost of materials, but also included estimating construction costs such as required crane 

size and transportation costs.  

 

Environmental 
A concern for engineering projects is minimizing environmental impacts during each phase of 

the project. Therefore, it was important to minimize these impacts starting with manufacturing through 

the assembly of the bridge. An example of minimizing the manufacturing impact was considering the 

usage of the recycled bridges from the Big Dig Project. Another environmental consideration was that 

no part of the bridge can be built in the water; therefore, a single span was needed. Because access to 

the site is limited by narrow forest trails, the crane size required could be considered an environmental 

issue. Trees will have to be removed to allow for crane access to assemble the bridge on site. 
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Manufacturability (Constructability) 
An important part of this design to consider was the transportation of the bridge to the site and 

its assembly on site. There are two narrow trails that allow access to the bridge site. The bridges will 

need to be transported into the site in pieces, and then assembled on-site. A crane will be needed to 

assemble and then erect the bridge. Both of these factors influenced the bridge design and were taken 

into consideration during the evaluation of the designs. 

 

Ethical 
In all design projects the engineers need to be ethical. To accomplish this, the American Society 

of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Code of Ethics was followed. This states that, “Engineers uphold and advance 

the integrity, honor and dignity of the engineering profession by using their knowledge and skill for the 

enhancement of human welfare and the environment, being honest and impartial and serving with 

fidelity the public, their employers and clients, striving to increase the competence and prestige of the 

engineering profession, and supporting the professional and technical societies of their disciplines” 

(ASCE, 2010). During the design and evaluation processes, these principles were upheld. 

 

Health and Safety 
Health and safety need to be considered for all projects. To ensure safety, design and 

construction requirements have been developed and put into place by the American Association of State 

Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) - LRFD Guide Specifications for the Design of Pedestrian 

Bridges , American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) – Steel Construction Manual, American Concrete 

Institute (ACI) – Building Code Requirements for Structural Concrete (ACI 318-08) and Commentary and 

ASCE 7-05: Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures. These standards were used to 

ensure the structural integrity of the design. For the bridge design other standards to meet health and 

safety requirements were also followed, such as the Americans with Disabilities Act’s Accessibility 

Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities.  

 

Social and Political 
 In order to have an effective design, it was necessary to ensure that the community accepts and 

uses the bridge. Input was gathered from the Brimfield Trail Committee (BTC) as well as the USACE as to 

which particular design was the most visually appealing. The particular values of the community were 

considered by obtaining the Brimfield Trail Committee members’ opinions on the relative importance of 

each evaluation criterion. 
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1 Introduction 
The East Brimfield Section of the Grand Trunk Trail is currently interrupted at a 100-foot wide 

crossing of the Quinebaug River. This is the location of where an old trolley line bridge crossed the river 

in the early 1900’s. The US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) owns this land and wants to assist the 

Brimfield Trail Committee as well as other regional trails committees to continue the Grand Trunk Trail 

across the river.  

The purpose of this project was to design three alternative bridges and to select a fourth option 

of a pre-fabricated bridge to evaluate before finally recommending one design for approval by the 

USACE. There were four steps that were used to evaluate the designs to ultimately make a 

recommendation to the USACE and the Brimfield Trail Committee (BTC).  

 

1. Determine Design Criteria and Constraints: For example, the design needed to 

accommodate small utility vehicles such as ATVs and John Deere Gators which will be used 

for trail maintenance. It was also specified that the bridge needed to span across the river 

with no part of it touching the water.  

2. Develop Four Potential Bridge Alternatives: Three different bridges were designed and a 

pre-fabricated bridge was selected as a fourth option. The various elements of each bridge 

were designed including the member sizes and connections. The design criteria were 

submitted to several pre-fabricated bridge manufacturers from which one was selected. All 

four options were modeled and rendered in AutoCAD. On-site images were then created 

using Photoshop. 

3. Evaluate the Bridge Alternatives: All of the bridges were assessed based on the fabricated 

material cost, constructability, transportability, ability to finance, aesthetics, engineering 

review and environmental impact. A weighted categorical point system was used to assign a 

relative importance to each of the evaluation criteria. Each bridge was then assigned a score 

for each of these criteria. During this process, input from Brimfield Trail Committee was 

obtained and factored into the criteria weights and the aesthetic score of each bridge. Other 

significant factors pertaining to each design were also discussed. 

4. Provide a Final Recommendation: A final recommendation was provided to the US Army 

Corps of Engineers and the Brimfield Trail Committee based on the evaluation scores, 

engineering logic and other significant factors unique to each design. 
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2 Background 
 In this chapter, the history of the site including past development, location, and the 

organizations involved with converting the trolley line to a recreational trail are all discussed.  Design 

considerations, such as economic and environmental constraints associated with erecting a bridge at 

this location, are also discussed. 

 

2.1 History of Site 
In 1907, The Springfield & Eastern Street Railway completed a commuter trolley line running 

from Springfield to Worcester MA. A bridge was constructed to cross over the Quinebaug River in 

Brimfield, MA as part of this transportation link. The trolley line operated for about 20 years and was 

shut down in 1927. The tracks were removed but the bridge was disassembled, however the bridge 

abutments were left in place (Lowenthal, 2010). 

The flood of 1955 caused tremendous damage in the Quinebaug River flood plain, washing out 

one of the remaining bridge abutments at the Quinebaug River crossing, as well as leaving damage to 

the surrounding towns (US Army Corps of Engineers, 2010). The US Army Corps of Engineers purchased 

parcels of land in 1955 for flood protection of surrounding areas. They constructed a series of dams in 

the Thames River Basin to control flooding from Sturbridge, MA down to Long Island Sound, NY. The 

East Brimfield Dam was built to restrict the flow of the Quinebaug River as part of the flood control 

project (USACE, 2010). 

 

2.2 Abandoned Rail Bed to Recreational Trail Conversion 
In 2000, The US Army Corps along with the Brimfield Trail Committee, the Opacum Land Trust, 

the Towns of Sturbridge and Southbridge, and volunteers, started the project of turning the abandoned 

rail bed into a trail to be used for non-motorized, recreational use.  

The Grand Trunk Trail is a section of the rail bed that is currently being developed, which runs 

through Sturbridge, Southbridge and Brimfield, MA. This section of trail is only a portion of the planned 

Titanic Rail Trail which is intended to stretch from Palmer to Franklin, MA (BTC Town Report, 2009). The 

USACE has expressed interest in assisting the project in moving forward. To do so, they plan to erect a 

new bridge across the Quinebaug River at the site of the old trolley line bridge, in order to continue the 

Grand Trunk Trail. The Grand Trunk Trail runs parallel to the trolley rail bed; however, prior to the river 

crossing, the Grand Trunk Trail will merge onto the trolley rail bed. 
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Figure 1 shows an aerial view of the site. The yellow lines represent the Trolley Trail and the red 

line represents the Grand Trunk Trail. The blue dots represent the proposed crossing location. Figure 2 

shows a side view of the gap at the site, standing on the E. Brimfield Holland Rd Side of the river, looking 

downstream. This direction is illustrated with the red arrow on Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: Aerial View of Proposed Bridge Site 

Image Courtesy of Google 

 

 
Figure 2: Looking Downstream at Gap of Proposed Bridge Site 
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2.3 Design Considerations 
When designing a bridge, there are various factors that need to be considered in addition to the 

actual integrity of the structure. These included the cost of construction materials and the construction 

of required handrails. This section provides a description of each factor that was taken into 

consideration for all of the bridges.  

 

2.3.1 ADA Requirements 
 To ensure that a design project is safe and accessible, the regulations provided in the Americans 

with Disabilities Act (ADA) must be followed. The applicable requirements for a pedestrian way are 

Accessible Route (4.3), Ground and Floor Surfaces (4.5), and Handrails, Grab Bars, and Tub and Shower 

Seats (4.26). 

 An accessible route must have a minimum width of 36” as well as passing spaces if the route is 

less than 60” wide. The running slope and cross slope must be a maximum of 1:20 and 1:50, respectively 

(Department of Justice, 1994). 

 Ground and floor surfaces must be “stable, firm and slip resistant” as stated in the ADA. Also a 

change in level of ¼” or less may be vertical and without edge treatment. However, a change in leveling 

between ¼” and ½” must be beveled with a slope of 1:2 or less. A change in level greater than ½” 

requires the use of an ADA compliant ramp. If gratings are used in the walking surface, there cannot be 

a space greater than ½” in one direction. If the gratings are elongated then the long dimension should 

be perpendicular to the direction of travel (DJ, 1994). 

 The ADA also has regulations for the use of handrails. Handrails must have a diameter of 1-¼” to 

1-½”. There must also be a 1-½” space between the handrail and the adjacent wall or surface. Another 

requirement is that the adjacent surfaces shall be free of sharp or abrasive elements. The strength 

requirements of the handrails are also provided by the ADA: (DJ, 1994) 

 
(1) Bending stress in a grab bar or seat induced by the maximum bending moment from the application of 

250 lbf (1112N) shall be less than the allowable stress for the material of the grab bar or seat. 

(2) Shear stress induced in a grab bar or seat by the application of 250 lbf (1112N) shall be less than the 

allowable shear stress for the material of the grab bar or seat. If the connection between the grab bar or 

seat and its mounting bracket or other support is considered to be fully restrained, then direct and 

torsional shear stresses shall be totaled for the combined shear stress, which shall not exceed the 

allowable shear stress. 
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(3) Shear force induced in a fastener or mounting device from the application of 250 lbf (1112N) shall be 

less than the allowable lateral load of either the fastener or mounting device or the supporting structure, 

whichever is the smaller allowable load. 

(4) Tensile force induced in a fastener by a direct tension force of 250 lbf (1112N) plus the maximum 

moment from the application of 250 lbf (1112N) shall be less than the allowable withdrawal load between 

the fastener and the supporting structure. 

(5) Grab bars shall not rotate within their fittings. 

 

2.3.2 Hydro-technical Considerations 
Any projects that are on or near waterways need to consider potential impacts due to flooding 

forces created by the water. Some potential hazards include flooding and scour. The flow of the 

Quinebaug River at normal crest conditions is known because the US Army Corps of Engineers controls 

the flow of the river from the East Brimfield Dam through a series of spillway gates. Specific flow rates 

for rising river levels were considered when designing the connection to the bridge abutments. The 

USACE specified that the bridge needs to be able to withstand flood conditions and be submerged 

without washing out. The flow of the river needed to be considered to determine the forces acting on 

the side of the bridge which in turn related to the design of the connection to abutments. 

 

2.3.3 Geotechnical Considerations 
The type of soil that is present at the site will greatly influence the design of the bridge 

abutments. The grain size distribution is the proportion of the different sizes of grains that comprise a 

soil. Load bearing tests and exploratory borings in the area would need to be completed to determine 

the soil type and their strength characteristics before the foundation design could be completed (Swan, 

2009). Because the soil type on site was unknown, only a connection to a theoretical foundation was 

considered when designing the bridges. 

 

2.3.4 Aesthetic Considerations 
Aesthetics is the visual appeal of the design, and it needs to be considered throughout any 

design process. It can be an important consideration for gaining approval from a community. Four keys 

to successfully designing for aesthetics are “simplicity, good proportions with an emphasis on thinness, 

clear demonstration of how the structure works, and that it fits its context and surroundings” 

(Transportation Research Board, 2008). These factors were used as a part of the evaluation of the design 

alternatives. 
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2.3.5 Environmental Considerations 
 In 1970, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was formed. At that time, the agency 

required that all federal properties have an environmental assessment performed. This is a form that 

identifies any potential environmental impacts or considerations. When the US Army Corps of Engineers 

had an environmental assessment performed on their land in Brimfield, all environmental 

considerations were addressed (EPA, 2009). For example, any negative impacts to endangered species 

or the ecosystem were considered. Since this assessment considered all of the environmental 

constraints associated with building on federal property, building is allowed on properties without 

limiting environmental factors. 

 

2.3.6 Economic Considerations 
 Economic feasibility is a contributing factor to any design project, but ultimately it is the 

deciding factor when the different designs are presented to receive funding. The cost of each alternative 

bridge design was determined through a materials cost analysis. This estimated fabricated cost of the 

bridge was used for evaluating the bridges and ultimately recommending a specific design.  

 

2.3.7 Construction Considerations 
A consideration for all design projects is the construction process. This involves fabricating the 

bridge, pouring a foundation, transporting materials to the site and assembling the structure on site. 

Construction processes need to be considered to ensure an appropriate design and to control costs. 

Specific factors that influenced the constructability in this projected were the fabrication costs, 

transportation and assembly. These factors influenced the evaluation and recommendation of the 

bridge designs. 

 

2.3.8 Load Considerations 
All potential types of design loads have to be considered in a bridge design project. The different 

types of loads need to be considered on all levels of the design to ensure that the critical load is used in 

each instance. Many design loads are factors of the location the bridge is to be constructed. Another 

factor to that determines some design loads is the function of the bridge. The Ed Calcutt Bridge is a 

pedestrian bridge on the Grand Trunk Trail in Sturbridge, MA, located a few miles from the site of the 

proposed bridge. Due to these factors, the pedestrian live load and wind load were assumed to be 

equivalent at the proposed crossing. 
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The USACE specified that a fully loaded John Deere Gator utility vehicle would be the heaviest 

vehicle crossing over the bridge at any point in time. This would be used for trail maintenance. The rated 

capacity of a loaded Gator is 2,650 lb; however, this load was conservatively assumed to be 3,000 lb 

because vehicles can easily be overloaded. The wheelbase of a Gator is 78”, and the width with standard 

tires is 62.4”. Standards tires were assumed to be 6” in width (Deere & Company).  
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3 Methodology 
The chapter describes the procedure that was used for designing three bridge alternatives, as 

well as the criterion that were used to select a fourth option of a pre-fabricated bridge. All calculations 

can be found in Appendix B. The AISC Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) approach was used to 

design the members, components and connections for each bridge. The LRFD approach was used 

instead of the AISC Allowable Stress Design (ASD) approach because it is the more widely used method. 

The following different loading combinations in Table 1 were investigated to determine critical loading 

conditions for the members and components of each bridge. These loading combinations represent 

potential critical conditions that may realistically exist. 

 

Table 1: LRFD Loading Combinations 

 

 

Before any calculations were completed, the values for the various types of loading (e.g. dead 

load, live load, snow load and wind load) had to be acquired. The dead load was assumed individually for 

each alternative based on the conditions of each bridge. After the design was completed, it was 

necessary to re-check the actual dead load to ensure that it was less than the assumed value. From the 

Ed Calcutt Bridge plans provided by the US Army Corps of Engineers, the pedestrian live load and wind 

load were obtained. From ASCE 7-05: Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures the 

snow load for the area was determined. According to the Army Corps of Engineers, the weight of a 

loaded John Deere Gator would be the heaviest vehicle crossing over the bridge. These values, as shown 

in Table 2, were constant for each of the designs.  

Table 2: Unfactored Design Loads for All Bridge Designs 

 

Number Loading Combination D = Dead Load
1 1.4D L = Live Load
2 1.2D + 1.6L + 0.5(Lr or S or R) Lr = Roof Live Load
3 1.2D + 1.6(Lr or S or R) + (0.5L or 0.8W) S = Snow Load
4 1.2D + 1.6W + 0.5L + 0.5(Lr or S or R) R = Rain Load
5 1.2D ± 1.0E + 0.5L + 0.2S W = Wind Load
6 0.9D ± (1.6W or 1.0E) E= Seismic Load

Type Load
Pedestrian Live Load (LL) 100 psf
Vehicle Live Load 3000 lb
Wind Load (WL) 25 psf
Snow Load (SL) 40 psf
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 According to the AASHTO LRFD Guide Specifications for the Design of Pedestrian Bridges, it can 

be assumed that 80% of the vehicle live load is on the rear axle, and 20% of the load is on the front axle. 

 

3.1 Ed Calcutt Bridge Redesign 
By looking at the plans of the Ed Calcutt Bridge, the original design could be modified to 

accommodate the new site conditions. Figure 3 shows the bridge currently installed nearby in Sturbridge 

on the Quinebaug River, upstream of the Westville Lake Recreational Park. The bridge is 85’-0” in length 

and has a passable interior width of 5’-0”. It is made of 4 sections that are each 21’-3” long as shown in 

Figure 4. For ease of discussion, the sections are classified by letter, with the end sections being 

“Sections A” and the middle sections being “Sections B”. The blue lines represent where the sections 

connect. 

 

 

Figure 3: Ed Calcutt Bridge (Sturbridge, MA) 

 

 

Figure 4: Ed Calcutt Bridge – Original Truss Design 
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Knowing that a bridge of at least 100’-0” in length was needed, a 5th section – “Section C” was 

added to the middle of the bridge, thus making it 106’-3” in length as shown in Figure 5. This kept the 

bridge symmetric about its mid-span when considering aesthetics. Symmetry also promotes economy by 

duplicating elements and connection details. It was specified by the USACE that a 6’-0” interior width 

between handrails was needed, so the bridge was also made 1’-0” wider overall. 

 

 
Figure 5: Ed Calcutt Bridge Redesign – Proposed Truss Design 

 
Figure 6 shows the redesign of the bridge labeled with letters at each of the joints between 

members. This Figure will be used as a reference throughout this section to help note where specific 

calculations were performed. The elements considered in this design were the purlins, decking, and 

truss members as well as the critical bolted and welded connections throughout the structure. 

 

 
Figure 6: Ed Calcutt Bridge Redesign – Proposed Truss Design with Letters for Reference 

 
3.1.1 Purlin Design 

Purlins support the deck and transfer the loads acting on the deck to the trusses. The first step 

of the analysis involved testing the shear and bending moment strength of the purlins. The unfactored 

design loads were multiplied by the tributary area supported by each purlin to achieve the distributed 

design load. The unfactored dead load of 60 psf as specified on the design plans for the original bridge 

was assumed to be the same in the redesign because the member sizes and other elements of the 

bridge were assumed to stay approximately the same.  

There were two different analyses performed to account for the different live loads. One used 

the pedestrian live load and the other used the vehicle live load. The vehicle live load was treated 

differently because it was considered a point load. It was assumed that the bridge would not be fully 
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loaded by pedestrians while a vehicle is passing over it. It was also assumed that the narrow passable 

width of the bridge would limit the speed of any vehicle crossing, and therefore a vehicle impact analysis 

and dynamic load effects were not considered. 

As per AASHTO LRFD Guide Specifications for the Design of Pedestrian Bridges, 80% of the 3000 

lb vehicle live load was assumed on the rear axle. This 2400 lb load was then assumed as half on each 

rear tire on the purlin at 1200 lb, 56.4” apart (distance between centerline of rear wheels). Maximum 

shears and moments of the unfactored loads were determined by making shear and moment diagrams. 

From there, these loads were entered into the LRFD loading combinations to calculate the factored 

design load. Loading combinations 5 and 6 were not investigated for the purlin design because the 

bridge deck can be expected to convey seismic forces through diaphragm action to the supports. 

Once the maximum shear force was found, the nominal shear strength of the W4x13 purlin was 

determined using the following equation: 
 

φ𝑉𝑛 = φ ∗ 0.6 ∗ 𝐹𝑦 ∗ 𝐴𝑤 ∗ 𝐶𝑣          𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 φ = 0.75 

This value then compared to the maximum shear force that was determined from the shear 

diagram to confirm that the beam had sufficient shear strength. Similarly, the factored bending moment 

capacity of the W4x13 purlin was found using the following equation: 

 

φ𝑀𝑛 = φ ∗ 𝐹𝑦 ∗ 𝑍𝑥          𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 φ = 0.9 

 

The value of φMn was compared to the maximum moment obtained through the moment 

diagrams to verify sufficient bending strength. Flange local buckling (FLB), web local buckling (WLB) and 

lateral torsional buckling (LTB) were all checked to ensure that isolated parts of the beam would not fail 

before the beam itself had reached its plastic capacity. It was assumed that the unbraced length of the 

purlins was very small (they support the bridge deck), so LTB was not a concern and the inclusion of 

testing for it was conservative. The design shear and moment along with the nominal shear and moment 

capacity of the purlin are shown in Table 3. 

 
Table 3: Ed Calcutt Bridge Redesign – Purlin Design Values 

 

Design Shear (kips) φVn (kips)

2.5 34.94

Design Moment (ft-kips) φMn (ft-kips)

4.5 23.55
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3.1.2 Decking Design 
 Because there was no vehicular live load included in the original design, the load-carrying 

capacity of the 5/4” x 6” decking material had to be tested in the redesign. Trex composite decking is not 

meant to be a structural material so it had to be tested for adequate shear strength, as well as for 

bending effects (Trex Company, Inc. 2010). It was assumed that the decking was continuous over two or 

more purlins, similar to a continuous beam. 

The unfactored distributed loads acting within the span between purlins was found for the 5/4” 

x 6” section. Maximum shears of the unfactored loads were determined by making shear diagrams. Then 

the loads were entered into the LRFD loading combinations to find the factored design load. 

The factored shear strength of the Trex decking was found by taking the design shear strength 

of 200 psi from the manufacturer’s website and multiplying by the cross sectional area of the board and 

a φ factor (Trex Company, Inc., 2010). The design strengths from the manufacturer’s website were only 

a fraction of the ultimate strengths they had listed. Therefore using a φ factor from LRFD steel design 

was an additional safety measure. The factored design load was compared to the factored shear 

strength of the Trex decking to prove there was adequate shear capacity as shown in Table 4. 

 
Table 4: Ed Calcutt Bridge Redesign – Decking Design Values 

 
  

3.1.3 Truss Design 
The next step was to test the strength of the members in the truss. There were two analyses 

performed to determine the critical loading case between the pedestrian live load and the vehicle live 

load. Because loading condition 2 proved to be critical in the purlin design for the gravity load analysis, it 

was used again in the truss design for both analyses.  

 

Analysis 1: Pedestrian Live Load 
The first analysis consisted of using the factored LRFD loading combination 2, which utilized the 

pedestrian live load, DL and SL. The loads were multiplied by the tributary area that one truss supports 

to find the distributed load. This load was multiplied by the entire length of the bridge to find the total 

load one truss must support. The reactions at the ends of the truss were found by dividing the total load 

by 2. These reactions were needed when solving for the forces in the truss members. Then the 

Design Shear, Vu (kips) φVn (kips)

0.971 1.125
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distributed load was concentrated on the connection joints along the bottom of the truss according to 

the tributary width between points. 

Since the truss is geometrically symmetric along with the applied loads, it was only necessary to 

analyze one half of the truss. The method of solving by joints was used by starting at the far left of the 

truss at the bottom at Joint A in Figure 6, and moving to the right towards the center. The forces found 

in each member are shown on the truss in Figure 7, with (T) noting members in tension and (C) noting 

members in compression. The maximum compressive and tensile forces were each found to be 166,250 

lb, or 166 k. 

 
Figure 7: Ed Calcutt Bridge Redesign – Axial Forces in Truss Member: Pedestrian Live Load 

 
Analysis 2: Vehicle Live Load 

The second analysis was similar to the first analysis in using LRFD loading combination 2; 

however, instead of the pedestrian live load, the live load of a John Deer Gator was placed on the deck. 

This load was then multiplied by the tributary area that one truss supports to find the factored 

distributed load. 

As mentioned previously, the AASHTO LRFD Guide Specifications for the Design of Pedestrian 

Bridges states 80% of a vehicle live load can be assumed on its rear axle and the other 20% is assumed 

on the front axle. Therefore 40% of the weight can be assumed on one rear wheel and 10% can be 

assumed on one front wheel. These point loads were then factored according to LRFD loading 
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combination 2. The wheelbase of a John Deere Gator was found to be 78” (Deere & Company). The 

factored front and rear wheel concentrated loads were placed 78” apart and a moving load analysis was 

performed. This was done to find the critical location of the loads that would yield the greatest axial 

forces in the members. For a simply supported span with one concentrated load, this location would be 

in the center of the span. When two loads are considered they can be summarized as a single 

concentrated load by assuming that the concentrated load is equal to the sum of the two original loads 

and proportionally spaced between them. The critical loading condition would be when this summation 

is located at the center of the bridge span. 

Once the critical location of the moving loads was found, the truss was modeled in MASTAN2 

structural analysis software. The two factored concentrated loads from the Gator, as well as the 

factored distributed DL and SL were applied to find the axial forces in the truss members. The maximum 

tensile and compression forces from this analysis are displayed in Figure 8, circled in red. 

 

 
Figure 8: Ed Calcutt Bridge Redesign – Axial Forces in Truss Members: Vehicular Live Load 

 

The maximum forces from the vehicle live load analysis were then compared to the maximum 

forces from the pedestrian live load analysis to determine the critical live loading scenario. The 

pedestrian loading proved to govern for both the critical compression and tension members. 

The unbraced length of the critical member in compression was used to check the available 

strength in axial compression in accordance with AISC Specifications Chapter 4. The slenderness of the 

member was also checked to ensure that it would not buckle under the applied force. Finally, the 

available strength of the critical member in axial tension was checked in accordance with AISC 

Specifications Chapter 5. These design values are displayed in Table 5. 
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Table 5: Ed Calcutt Bridge Redesign – Maximum Forces in Truss Members 

 
 

 
After the truss was designed, the deflection of the bridge was checked in MASTAN2. This 

analysis yielded approximately a 6” deflection. However, because the bridge is already cambered 1’-0”, 

there was no need to add additional camber to offset the deflection. 

 

3.1.4 Bolt and Weld Connection Design  
Following the design of the principal truss members, the critical bolted and welded connections 

throughout the bridge were tested. The maximum axial tensile and compression forces found from the 

truss analysis were used again for these calculations.  

 

Splice Plate Connection Between Bridge Sections 
The first connections tested were those of the splice plates holding the bridge sections together. 

There were various checks performed on the bolts, plates and welds, in order to determine the weakest 

part of the connection. The connection between “Section B” and “Section C” is shown in Figure 9 for 

reference. 
 

 
Figure 9: Ed Calcutt Bridge Redesign – Typical Splice Plate Connection Between Truss Sections 

Analysis 1: Pedestrian LL Analysis 2: Vehicle LL Member Capacity, φPn (kips)

Max Compression Force (kips) 166.25 36.10 182.00
Max Tensile Force (kips) 166.25 36.00 217.00
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Figure 10 shows the process that was observed for testing the various parts of the splice plate 

connection. The specified check is shown in the white block, and the equation used is shown below in 

the shaded block. A more detailed explanation of each of the steps can be found within the calculations 

in Appendix B.  

 

 

Figure 10: Ed Calcutt Bridge Redesign – Splice Plate Connection Strength Checks Performed 

 

After all tests were completed for the section connection, the tensile capacity and shear 

strength of the connection were determined based on the minimum strength of the 3/4” bolts, 5/16” 

weld and the plate. The horizontal axial forces in the connection were summed and compared to the 

minimum value from the tensile tests to find the tensile capacity. The shear strength of the connection 

was compared to the greater of: the summation of the vertical axial forces at the connection or the 

shear in the entire truss at the distance from the end reaction to the splice connection.  All of these 

values can be found in Table 6. 

Check Connector Plate Base Metal Strength for Shear Rupture
φRn = φ*0.6*Fu*Anu          where φ = 0.6

Check Connector Plate Base Metal Strength for Shear Yielding
φRn = φ*0.6*Fy*Ag          where φ = 0.6

Check Weld Capacity of Connector Plate to HSS Chord
φRn = φ*Fw*te          where φ = 0.75

Check Bearing Strength of Connector Plates
φRn = φ*1.2*Lc*t*Fu*(# of bolts) ≤ φ*2.4*d*t*Fu*(# of bolts)          where φ = 0.75

Check Tensile Rupture Strength of Connector Plates
φRn = φ*Fu*Ae          where φ = 0.9

Check Gross Section Yielding of Connector Plates
φRn = φ*Fy*Ay          where φ = 0.9

Check Tensile Capacity of Bolted Connection
φRn = φ*(Bolt Tensile Strength)*(# of bolts)          where φ = 0.75

Check Shear Strength of Bolted Connection
φRn = φ*(Bolt Shear Strength)*(# of bolts)          where φ = 0.75
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Table 6: Ed Calcutt Bridge Redesign – Splice Plate Connection Design Values 

 
 

Gusset Plate Connections 
 Gusset plates are used to connect the members of the truss together. They are welded to the 

HSS steel tubing on the outside of each truss. The critical plates to test in the truss were those in 

“Section C” (Figure 5) because the forces are the greatest in the center of the span as shown in the truss 

design calculations. These plates were tested to ensure that there was adequate weld length and depth. 

 First, the total length of weld in the longitudinal (Rwl) and transverse (Rwt) directions were 

found. The effective throat of the 5/16” weld as specified on the Ed Calcutt Bridge plans, was the same 

as found in previous calculations. The nominal capacity of the weld in each direction was found using 

AISC Specifications Equations J2-9a and J2-9b shown below. 

 
𝑅𝑛 = 𝑅𝑤𝑙 + 𝑅𝑤𝑡                                     (𝐽2− 9𝑎) 

𝑅𝑛 = 0.85 ∗ 𝑅𝑤𝑙 + 1.5 ∗ 𝑅𝑤𝑡               (𝐽2 − 9𝑏) 

 
Equation J2-9a produced the lower value, which was then reduced with by a φ factor of 0.75. 

This value of φRn was then compared to the maximum axial force in the connection, Pu, to verify that 

there was adequate capacity. These values are shown in Table 7. 

 

Table 7: Ed Calcutt Bridge Redesign – Gusset Plate Weld Design Values 

 

Section A to B Section B to C
Tensile Bolt Tensile Capacity 936 1466

Plate Gross Section Yielding 680 1021
Plate Tensile Rupture Strength (Horizontal) 449 832

Shear Bolt Shear Capacity 624 977
Plate Bearing Strength 1468 2251
Plate  Tensile Rupture Strength (Vertical) 1175 1774

Weld Nominal Capacity of Weld 1002 1420
Base Metal Strength (Shear Yielding) 1750 2479
Base Metal Strength (Shear Rupture) 2333 3305

Actual Values Tension 282 332
Shear 53 18

φRn Values (kips)

Test

Location in Truss Rwl (kips) Rwt (kips) Rn (kips) (J2-9a) Rn (kips) (J2-9b) φRn (kips) Pu (kips)

W 296 334 630 753 472.5 166.25
H 0 278 278 417 208.5 166.25
V 0 278 278 417 208.5 166.25
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3.2 Big Dig Bridge Reuse Design 
The second alternative design involved using salvaged temporary inverset bridges from the Big 

Dig Project. The US Army Corps of Engineers has possession of 4 temporary inverset bridges. These 

pieces are shown in Figure 11. An inverset bridge is constructed upside down, or “inversely”. The 

concrete slab that rests on top of the steel beams is first poured and then the beams are placed within 

the concrete (Federal Highway Administration, 2008).  

 

 
Figure 11: Inverset Bridges from Big Dig Project (Brimfield, MA) 

 
Each section is 65’-0” in length and is approximately 9’-9” wide. Each of these bridge sections 

weigh 45 tons and has an H20 rating, which means that the bridge is rated for a 2 axle, 20 ton truck. This 

is evaluated by assuming that there are 16 tons on the rear axle and 4 tons on the front axle, which are 

located 14’-0” apart (Hemstad, 2004). The H20 capacity is greater than needed at the Brimfield site 

location, so it was assumed that the bridge deck and I-beams had the required load carrying capacity. 

The option of using these temporary bridges required designing a connection between the sections to 

create a span of 100’-0”, as well as creating a handrail that was ADA compliant.  

 

3.2.1 Connection Design 
 The first step of this design was to determine the necessary length of each bridge section. It was 

assumed that two 50’-0” sections would be used to meet the span requirements on-site. The live load, 

snow load and wind load used for these calculations are displayed in Table 1. The connection of the two 
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sections to form a single span required a large bending and shear capacity due to the large dead load 

from the bridge. The dead load was calculated to be approximately 1,184 lb/ft; however, this load was 

increased by 200 lb/ft in the calculations to account for the added weight of the proposed connection. 

Once all of the design loads were found, the LRFD loading combinations were investigated to determine 

the critical design load and the resulting conditions at the center of the bridge span. These values are 

displayed in Table 8. 

 
Table 8: Big Dig Bridge Reuse – Design Load and Resultant Conditions 

 
 

3.2.1.1 Option 1: Plate Connection 
The first method of connecting the two sections of the bridge considered using plates. The 

required axial capacity of the connection due to the maximum moment was found by using the 

following equation: 

𝑇𝑢 =
𝑀

�2
3� ∗ 𝑑

 

The resulting axial load was determined to be approximately 2,971 k. The next step was to 

determine the required thickness for the entire connection, which was calculated to be approximately 

14” using the equation below: 
 

𝑇𝑢 =
𝐹𝑦 ∗ 𝑏 ∗ 𝑑

4
=> 𝑏 =

4 ∗ 𝑇𝑢
𝐹𝑦 ∗ 𝑑

 

 
At the point of the connection there are six possible locations for the plates. There could be one 

placed on the bottom flange, and one on each side of the W27x84 web. These are shown in red in Figure 

12. The required thickness of each plate was found to be the result of the required 14” divided by the 

maximum number of plates. Therefore, the required plate thickness is 2-3/8”.  

 

Design Load (k/ft) Design Shear (k) Design Moment (ft-k)
2.81 140.5 3,512
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Figure 12: Big Dig Bridge Reuse Design – Potential Plate Connection Locations 

 

3.2.1.2 Option 2: I-beam “X” Connection 
 Because the option of using plates to connect the sections together was not feasible due to the 

required thickness, another option had to be investigated. An “X” connection consisting of two 

perpendicular I-beams was investigated. Each corner of the cross shape would be 3’-3” from the center 

of the bridge span as shown in Figure 13. 

 

 
Figure 13: Big Dig Bridge Reuse Design – “X” Connection 

 

 In order to determine an approximate beam size, the plastic section modulus, Zx, was 

determined from the following equation: 
 

𝑀𝑛 = 𝐹𝑦 ∗ 𝑍𝑥  =>  𝑍𝑥 =
𝑀𝑢

𝐹𝑦
 

Another constraint necessary for the selection of a W-section was the distance between the 

flanges of the W27x84. This distance, referred to as “S” in the AISC Specifications, is the flat distance in 
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the beam web between the top and bottom flanges. For a W27x84 this distance is 23-5/8”. After 

selecting an appropriate W-section the factored shear and moment capacities were found and 

compared to the required capacities. The shear capacity was found using AISC Specifications Table 3-2 

and the moment capacity was calculated using the equation above. The values required for an 

appropriate I-beam and the resultant capacities of the W21x182 are shown in Table 9. 

  
Table 9: Big Dig Bridge Reuse Design – I-Beam “X” Selection Criteria 

 
 

 
 The next step was to determine the forces at the W21x182 “X” connection resulting from the 

applied moment and shear for the long cross beam. The length of the beams was determined using the 

geometry already established and the reactions were found using statics. 

 

Table 10: Big Dig Bridge Reuse – Cross Beam Analysis Values 

 

 

After the W21x184 was determined to have adequate capacity for the “X” connection, the 

deflection of the bridge was checked in MASTAN2. This analysis yielded a 0.03” deflection which was 

less than the maximum allowable deflection of 3”. 

 

Short Beam to Long Beam Connection  
Since coping was required for the connection of the short and long cross beams, the shear 

capacity had to be checked. The area of the shear plane through the coping had dimensions of 18” by 

0.83”. The 18” dimension was determined from the available flat space along the web of the W21x182, 

whereas the 0.83” is the thickness of the web. The shear yield capacity of the beam was determined to 

be 448 k using the following equation. This showed that the shear capacity of the W21x182 was greater 

than the required capacity of 382 k.  

 
𝜑𝑉𝑛 = 𝜑 ∗ 0.6 ∗ 𝐹𝑦 ∗ 𝐴𝑤 ∗ 𝐶𝑣          𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝜑 = 0.9 

Plastic Modulus, Zx (in3) Depth, d (in) Shear (k) Moment (ft-k)
Required  ≥ 422 ≤ 23 5/8 ≥ 140.5 ≥ 3,512
W21x182 476 22.7 566 3,570

Length (ft) Reaction Force (k)
Short Beams (B) 4.6 382
Long Beam (A) 9.2 261
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The connection between the short and long cross beams was designed to be a double angle 

connection using AISC Specifications Table 10-1. This table accounted for all the limiting conditions of 

shear including bolt bearing on the angles, shear yielding of the angles, shear rupture of the angles and 

block shear rupture of the angles. It was determined that using two columns of five, 1” diameter bolts 

would be necessary. Because the table only lists the shear capacities for one line of bolts, the required 

capacity per line was reduced by a factor of 2.  The factored strengths of the 3/8” thick angle, 1” 

diameter A325 standard bolts, and the 0.83” beam web thickness, including the bolt holes and double 

coping are displayed in Table 11. 

 
Table 11: Big Dig Bridge Reuse Design – Short-Long Cross Beam Connection Design Values 

 
 

 
The next step was to determine the angle necessary for the connection. As stipulated in AISC 

Specifications Table 10-1, the edge distance used was 1-1/2”, and assuming a typical spacing of 3” 

between the lines of bolts, the required angle was an L8x8x1/2 with a length of 18”. 

 

Cross Beams to W27x84 Connection  
The next connection that was designed was between the cross beams and the W27x84. This 

connection was designed as a plate connection using AISC Specifications Table 10-4. Again, due to 

inadequate strength, twice the amount of bolts and weld length were necessary to carry the shear 

compared to the value in the table. This meant that the required shear could again be assumed to be 

191 k. For the connection of the plate to the W27x84, a 3/8” plate with 2 lines of ¾” diameter bolts 

(threads excluded) yielded a shear capacity of 224 k. For the welded connection of the plate to the 

W21x182, a 5/16” weld with a length of 17-3/8” on each side of the I-beam gave adequate capacity. 

 

3.2.2 Handrail Design 
 In order to create a safe pedestrian crossing using the Big Dig bridges, a handrail had to be 

designed that complied with the ADA standards. The first step in the design of the handrails was to 

determine the appropriate length of the handrail section. Five handrail sections were assumed to cover 

the 100-ft span of the bridge. Each of these sections was assumed to be 19’-9” long from the centerline 

Shear Strength (k) Required Shear Strength (k)
Angle 210 191
Bolts 210 191

 Beam Web 273 191
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of each of the outside vertical 1-1/2” diameter members. The approximate spacing of the 1-1/2” posts 

used to connect the handrail to the decking was then determined. This spacing was assumed to be 

evenly distributed, resulting in 4 posts, 41-1/4” in height, spaced 75” on center, as shown in Figure 14. 

The 1” diameter balusters to fill in the space between posts were placed with no more than 4” between 

them to comply with ADA Standards. 

 

 

Figure 14: Big Dig Bridge Reuse Design – Handrail Post Spacing 

 
 In order to be ADA compliant, the handrail was also required to support a horizontal force of 

250 lb. A diagonal support was designed in order to carry this load. This diagonal support was made 

from 1-½” Schedule 40 pipe and was placed at each vertical post. The horizontal distance that would be 

allowed for this diagonal was 18”, and the angle of the pipe at the deck level was 60 degrees. This 

resulted in an approximate vertical distance of 31.2” and a length of pipe of 36”. The software program 

RISA-2D was used to solve for the reactions and member forces. This can be seen in the Figure 15 where 

the concentrated force of 250 lb acting on the handrail is shown with the red arrow, and the deflected 

shape is shown in pink. 
 

 
Figure 15: Big Dig Bridge Reuse Design – Handrail Test 
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The strength capacity of the diagonal member was then determined to be approximately 24 k 

which provided sufficient axial capacity to safely resist the design load. The procedure used to 

determine this value is shown in Figure 16. The value, K, is the effective length factor of the member, 

which is determined based on the type of end connections. The diagonal member was assumed to have 

one fixed end and one pin connection. 

 

 

Figure 16: Big Dig Bridge Reuse Design – Handrail Design Procedure 

 
 After calculating the axial capacity of the diagonal member, the plate used to connect both the 

vertical posts and diagonal members to the concrete bridge deck was designed. The original need for 

this plate was to add stability and rigidity during the galvanization of the handrails. This plate was also 

used to connect the full handrail section to the concrete deck, and therefore had to be designed to 

withstand the 250 lb/ft distributed load at the top of the handrail section. The first step in designing this 

plate was to determine the required area of the plate based on the axial force, using the following 

equation: 

𝐴𝑔 =
𝑃𝑢

𝜑 ∗ 𝐹𝑦
          𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝜑 = 0.9 

 
The required area was determined to be approximately 0.1 in2. The width of the plate was 

determined by assuming a typical edge spacing of 1-¼”, as well as a 1-1/4” spacing between the center 

of the bolt hole and the edge of the diagonal pipe, as shown in Figure 17. This resulted in a total width of 

6-½”. By dividing the required area by the total width, an approximate plate thickness of 1/8” was 

found. 

Check Tensile Rupture Strength of Connector Plates

Pn=Fcr*Ag

Therefore, Fcr = (0.658(Fy/Fe))Fy

Fe= π2 *E/(KL/r)2

Check if KL/r is ≤ 4.71(E/Fy)0.5

40.26 ≤ 135.58

Determine KL/r

K= 0.7  L= 36" r= 0.626"
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Figure 17: Big Dig Bridge Reuse – Handrail Base Plate Bolt Spacing 

 

The tensile rupture strength of the plate had to be verified in order to ensure an adequate plate 

size. This was determined based on AISC Specifications Section J4.16.  The strength of the plate was 

determined to be 27.2 k which was greater than the required strength of less than 2 k.  

 The welded connection of the plate to the handrail had to be designed. The required fillet weld 

size of 1/16” was determined due to the thickness of the members involved. The weld and base metal 

strengths were calculated, from which the weld strength of 1.392 k/in proved to be critical. The total 

strength of the connection was determined by multiplying the circumference of the pipe (4.71”) by the 

weld strength, resulting in a strength capacity of 6.56 k. This capacity was greater than the required 

strength of 4.55 k, therefore the connection was sufficient to resist the load. 

 

3.3 Project Team’s Original Bridge Design 
 By first conducting a search of typical truss structures, a simple and reasonable truss design was 

chosen. The Pratt Truss, which was developed in 1844 by Thomas and Caleb Pratt (Boone, 2011), was 

chosen for the design because it was historically used in many early railroad bridges. This design consists 

of vertical members, top and bottom chords and diagonals slanting toward the center of the truss, as 

shown in Figure 18. This results in tension forces in the diagonal members. 

 

 
Figure 18: Typical Pratt Truss 
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In order to develop a truss, the dimensions of a single “block” of the truss were determined 

based on the required minimum 100-foot span. As shown in Figure 19, one block of the truss was 

determined to have dimensions of 6’-6” x 6’-6”, and have an overall outside width of 8’-0”. The design of 

this bridge included developing a design for the trusses, purlins, decking, handrails, and the connections 

between the various elements. 

 
Figure 19: Pratt Truss Bridge – Single Truss Block Dimensions 

 
The sections of the bridge were classified into 3 different types as shown in Figure 20. Figure 21 

shows the design labeled with letters at each of the joints between members. Both of these figures will 

be used as a reference throughout this section to help note where specific calculations were performed. 

 

 
Figure 20: Pratt Truss Bridge – Proposed Truss Design 

 

 
Figure 21: Pratt Truss Bridge – Truss Design with Letters for Reference 

 
3.3.1 Truss Design 
 One part of the bridge design was to develop the truss necessary to accommodate the design 

loads. The design loads used for this process are displayed in Table 1. Based on calculations performed 

for the Ed Calcutt Bridge Redesign, it was determined that the pedestrian live load was critical for 
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determining the size of the truss members, and therefore the vehicle live load was not considered. Once 

these design loads were obtained, the critical LRFD loading combination was investigated. The truss was 

then modeled in MASTAN2 structural analysis software with the factored design loads from the critical 

loading combination to determine the maximum axial tensile and compression forces within the truss. 

The maximum axial forces for the top and bottom chords are circled in red on Figure 22. The maximum 

axial forces for the vertical and diagonal members are circled in red on Figure 23. 

 

 

Figure 22: Pratt Truss Bridge – Top and Bottom Chord Analysis 

 

 

Figure 23: Pratt Truss Bridge – Diagonal and Vertical Member Analysis 
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 After obtaining the maximum axial forces for the top and bottom chords as well as for the 

vertical and diagonal members, member sizes were selected. Using AISC Specifications Table 5.5 for 

tension members and AISC Specifications Table 4.4 for compression, maximum capacities were found for 

HSS6x6 steel members. The selections for members are shown in Table 12.  

 

Table 12: Pratt Truss Bridge – Truss Member Size Selection 

  
 

After the truss was designed, the deflection of the bridge was checked in MASTAN2. This 

analysis yielded approximately a 5.5” deflection. Therefore, at minimum of 2” of camber needs to be 

added so that the bridge will not deflect more than the allowable of 3.5” 

 

3.3.2 Purlin Design 
 The first step in the design of the purlins for the bridge deck was to determine the appropriate 

spacing for each truss section. This was determined to be 19.5” on center to accommodate an even 

spacing throughout the entire bridge. This spacing was found based on the length of each 6’-6” x 6’-6” 

block and by assuming 4 purlins per block. 

 The size of a W-section necessary to carry the design loads with a tributary width of 19.5” was 

determined. When computing the dead load, the beam weight was assumed to be 13 lb/ft. Shear and 

moment diagrams were developed for each load type, and then the critical loading combination was 

found along with the design shear and moment.  

 Next, a required plastic section modulus, Zx, was calculated using the equation below: 

 

𝑍𝑋𝑟𝑒𝑞 =
𝑀𝑢

𝜑 ∗ 𝐹𝑦
 

 
Using AISC Specifications Table 1-1, the critical ratios of h/tw and bf/ (2*tf) were checked for 

several W-sections that had a plastic section modulus slightly greater than the required Zx. A W6x12 was 

found to be the most economical choice that passed the ratio checks. The factored moment capacity, 

φMn, and the factored shear strength, φVn, were calculated using the equations shown below. These 

Truss Member HSS Size Strength Capacity (k) Required Strength (k)
Top (Compression) 6x6x1/4 199 174.5
Bottom (Tension) 6x6x1/4 217 171.7

Diagonal (Tension) 6x6x3/16 165 57.8
Vertical (Compression) 6x6x3/16 151 40.9
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values were then compared to the design moment, Mu, and the design shear, Vu. Since h/tw was less 

than 53.95, Cv and φv were both equal to 1.0 in the shear capacity equation. The required strengths and 

the respective capacities for the W6x12 are shown in Table 13. 

 
φ𝑀𝑛 = φ ∗ 𝐹𝑦 ∗ 𝑍𝑋          where  φ = 0.9 

 
φVn = φ ∗ 0.6 ∗ Fy ∗ Aw ∗ Cv          where φ = 1.0 

 

Table 13: Pratt Truss Bridge – Purlin Design Values 

 
 

3.3.3 Decking Design 
 The first step in designing the decking was to determine the design loads that would be applied 

to one 5/4” x 6” board with a deck span equaling the purlin spacing of 19.5” and to determine if the 

composite decking, as used in the Ed Calcutt Bridge Redesign, was acceptable. The maximum shear and 

moments were calculated for each load type assuming a simply supported beam with the following 

equations: 

𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑠: 𝑉 =
𝑤 ∗ 𝐿

2
  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑀 =

𝑤 ∗ 𝐿2

8
 

 

𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑠: 𝑉 =
𝑃
2

  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑀 =
𝑃 ∗ 𝐿

4
 

 
 

Next, the critical LRFD loading combination was found for the shear in the decking. The required 

strength of 971 lb was compared to the available shear capacity of 1125 lb as shown in Table 3, from the 

Ed Calcutt Bridge Redesign. 

 

3.3.4 Connection Design 
 The designs of the various critical connections throughout the bridge were completed next. In 

this section the process used to design each connection is explained. The connections are separated into 

two categories, one being the connection between truss members, and the other being the connection 

between “Sections”. 

 

Shear (k) Moment (ft-k) Zx (in3) h/tw bf/ (2tf) 

Required ≥ 2.12 ≥ 3.63 ≥ 0.968 ≤ 90.5 ≤ 9.15
W6x12 41.6 31.7 8.3 21.6 7.14
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Truss Member Connections 
The first connections designed were those between the vertical and diagonal truss members 

with the top or bottom chords. For example, Joint HH in Figure 21 is a typical connection of this type. 

These connections were designed to be welded connections. Based on the 3/16” thickness of the 

vertical and diagonal members, a fillet weld size of 1/8” was chosen and the nominal capacity of the 

weld per inch (1), and the base metal strength per inch (2) were found using the following equations: 

 

𝑅𝑛 = 0.6 ∗ 𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑥 ∗ 𝑡𝑐                                                                     (1) 

𝑅𝑛 = 0.6 ∗ 𝐹𝑦 ∗ 𝐴𝑔  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑅𝑛 = 0.6 ∗ 𝐹𝑢 ∗ 𝐴𝑛𝑣      (2) 

 

The lowest value found proved to be that of the weld metal. This was then used to calculate the 

strength of the weld by first determining the length of weld and then multiplying this value by the 

strength per inch of weld. The factored strengths of the weld for the diagonal and vertical members 

were found to be 86.4 k and 75.2 k respectively. Both these values exceeded the required strengths of 

approximately 57 k and 40 k for the diagonal and vertical members, respectively. 

 

Purlin (8 ft) – Bottom Chord Connection 
 Due to the spacing of the four purlins per block, one purlin is not able to rest on top of the 

bottom HSS chord without interference from the diagonal member. The connection tested in this 

section was that of the W6x12 purlins that were able to rest on the top of the HSS 6x6x1/4 bottom 

chords. The design of the purlin that is not able to rest on the bottom chord will be discussed in the next 

section. This was designed to be a fillet welded connection. In order to calculate the required weld size 

and length, the axial force, Tu, in the W6x12 purlin had to be determined using the following equation. 

This value was determined to be 7.58 k. 

 

𝑇𝑢 =
𝑀

𝑑 − 𝑡𝑓
 

 
The nominal strength of the weld was calculated to be 5.57 k/in of weld using equation 1 above. 

Then the required length was determined to be 1.5” of which, 0.75” would be placed on both sides of 

the W6x12 purlin. 
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Purlin (7 ft) – Bottom Chord Connection 
 The connection tested in this section was that of the W6x12 purlins that were not able to rest on 

the top of the HSS 6x6x1/4 bottom chords because a diagonal member was present. As shown in the 

previous section, a weld length of 1.5” was needed to resist the axial load. However, in this case an 8” 

L2x2x1/4 angle was to be welded to the HSS6x6x1/4 bottom chord in order to provide a “shelf” for this 

purlin to sit on, as shown in Figure 24. The welded connection between the angle and the bottom chord 

as well as the angle and the purlin both require 0.75” on each side of the connections. 

 

 

Figure 24: Pratt Truss Bridge – Shelf for 7ft-Long Purlin 

 

“Section” Connections 
 The next step was to design the connections between the various “sections” of the bridge. It 

was determined that the connection would be made by adjoining two sections of the truss with an 

HSS7x7x1/2 section. The critical section was found by using the MASTAN2 software to determine the 

axial loads of the top and bottom chords. It was determined that the connections between Sections B 

and Sections C would be critical due to symmetry, as shown in Figure 20. The strength of the 

HSS6x6x1/4 was already determined to be adequate and it is assumed that the HSS7x7x1/2 will have a 

greater strength due to the increase in cross-sectional area. The minimum and maximum weld sizes 

were determined based on the thickness of the HSS6x6x1/4 and the HSS7x7x1/2 members. After 

determining the strength of the weld with a maximum length of 24” using the shielded arc method with 
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E70 electrodes, it was determined that the weld would not have sufficient capacity to withstand the 

axial loads in the members. In order to gain more capacity, E120 electrodes were used. The values used 

to assess the welds for this connection are shown in Table 14. 

 

Table 14: Design Values for the Welds in the Section Connection 

 

 

Another necessary check for this connection was the shear strength of the HSS7x7x1/2. The 

shear strength was calculated for the connection between Sections A and Sections B (22’-9” from the 

bridge supports) because the shear forces get larger as they approach the bridge supports. The shear 

capacity of the HSS7x7x1/2 was found using the equation below. The design values for testing the shear 

yield strength of the section connections are shown in Table 15. 

 
𝜑𝑉𝑛 =  𝜑 ∗ 0.6 ∗ 𝐹𝑦 ∗ 𝐴          𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 φ = 0.75 and  

                                                                                          A = Cross Sectional Area of Member 
 

Table 15: Pratt Truss Bridge – Design Values for Shear for the Section Connections 

 

 

The final step in designing this connection was to determine the length of HSS7x7x1/2 to be 

used. This was found by assuming the use of bolts and standard spacing and edge distances of 3” and 

1.5”, respectively. First, the number of bolts needed was estimated to be 4 bolts. Using the standard 

spacing distances shown above, half of the required length of the HSS7x7x1/2 was found to be 6” and 

therefore the total length of the HSS7x7x1/2 was found to be 1’-0”. 

 

3.3.5 Handrail Design 
 Similar to the Big Dig Bridge Reuse Design, the design of ADA compliant handrails was required. 

The handrail frame was created from 1-1/2” diameter Schedule 40 pipe. Each handrail section spanned 

12’-9” which relates to the span between 8 purlins. The handrail was braced at every vertical member of 

the truss and had two vertical posts spaced 5’- 8-1/4” from the center line of the handrail section. The 

height of the handrail was chosen to be 42” from the top of the purlins. The required shear and moment 

Truss Section Max Axial Load (k) Weld Length (in) Weld Strength (k)
Min (in) Max (in) Actual (in)

B-C 171.7 3/16 5/16 3/16 24 171.8

Weld Size

Truss Section Required Shear Strength (k) Shear Capacity (k)
A-B 25 400
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strengths were calculated based on the ADA standards and compared to strengths of the Schedule 40 

pipe which proved to have adequate capacity. The 1” diameter balusters were place in between all 

vertical members to comply with ADA standards. 

 

3.4 Pre-Fabricated Bridge Selection 
 The pre-fabricated bridge selection process began with online research to identify 

manufacturers and potential available designs. After conducting this research, two potential 

manufacturers and bridges were found: one was from Gator Bridge located in Florida (Gator Bridge, 

2011) and the other was from E.T. Techtonics located in Pennsylvania (E.T. Techtonics, 2011). A request 

was then sent to these companies giving the following design requirements: 

 
• Span – 100’-0” 

• Passable interior width – 6’-0” 

• Vehicular Live Load capacity – 3000 lb 

• ADA compliant including handrails 

• Low maintenance materials 

 
 With the given requirements, both companies responded with some basic information about 

their bridges. The Gator Bridge is made from aluminum, including aluminum decking. It weighs about 

12,000 lbs and costs approximately $64,000. The E.T. Tectonics Bridge is made of fiberglass and costs 

about $140,000. After considering both options, it was decided that the aluminum Gator Bridge would 

be chosen for further evaluation. The Gator Bridge was chosen primarily because of its lower cost 

estimate.  

 

3.5 All Bridges – Base Plate to Foundation Connection Design 
 The last step performed for all of the bridges was to design a connection from the bridge to a 

foundation. Full foundation designs were not generated for any of the bridges because the soil type at 

the site would have the greatest impact on the design, and since the soil type at the site was unknown, 

the use of a “worst case scenario” soil type was considered too conservative. Soil bearing tests would 

have to be performed in order to determine the exact soil type, and from there, correctly sized 

abutments could be designed. This investigation is expected to be performed by the US Army Corps 

before any design is put in place.  
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 Because the bridge is located upstream of the East Brimfield Dam, it has the potential to 

become partially inundated if the USACE deems it necessary to hold excess amounts of water as a 

method of downstream flood protection. The flow of the Quinebaug River in turn has the potential to 

exert lateral and uplift forces on the bridge if the water is pooled to a certain level. The connection 

holding the bridge to the foundation therefore had to be checked for all of the bridges, to ensure there 

was adequate strength holding the structure in place during these extreme conditions. The seismic force 

also had to be calculated to check the strength of the connection in conjunction with the force exerted 

from the high water levels. 

The chances of a major flood occurring at the same time as an earthquake are highly unlikely. 

However, there is not specifically a step by step procedure for calculating the lateral forces on an 

inundated pedestrian bridge and comparing them with a seismic load. Using this estimate might be 

slightly unreasonable, but it was conservative.  

 

3.5.1 Seismic Loads 
The first step was to calculate the seismic load at the site for each bridge design according to the 

ASCE 7-05: Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures – Chapter 12, using the following 

equation: 

𝑉 = 𝐶𝑠𝑊 

 
The code states that the effective weight, W, is equal to the weight from the dead load, plus 

20% of the snow load, because the snow load for the area is greater than 30psf. These distributed loads 

were concentrated to point loads acting on the middle of the bridge, and then divided by 2 to find the 

effective weight on one foundation. The value for Cs was calculated to be 0.7833 by assuming values 

from within ASCE 7-05: Chapter 12. A value was found by using an importance factor based on 

Occupancy II. However, a conservative value of 0.1 for Cs was used by assuming an Occupancy I level for 

all of the bridge alternatives. The final seismic load values for each bridge are shown in Table 16. 

 
Table 16: All Bridges – Calculated Seismic Load Values 

 
 

Bridge Effective Weight per Abutment, W (k) Seismic Load per Abutment, V (k)
Ed Calcutt Redesign 28.581 2.86
Big Dig Reuse 64.638 6.50
Pratt Truss 27.456 2.75
Prefabricated 9.990 1.00
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3.5.2 Converting a River Flow to a Force 
The US Army Corps of Engineers specified that during a storm in October 2005 produced the 

largest inflow that the East Brimfield Dam had encountered since its construction. During this storm 13 

inches of rain fell on the area (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 2005). The calculated 

inflow of this storm event was 8700 cfs. This calculated inflow was assumed to be the “outflow” of the 

proposed bridge site because the river channel size stays fairly constant from the bridge site to the dam, 

a few miles downstream. Since there are no other sources of water adding to the Quinebaug River 

downstream from the bridge site, this was a fairly accurate assumption. 

This step of the analysis involved converting a river flow into a lateral force. A river channel size 

had to be assumed for this procedure. The potential pool level specified by the USACE is approximately 

2’-0” above the foundation still standing at the bridge site, or about 20’-0” above the bottom of the 

river. As shown in Figure 25, the width of the bottom and top of the channel were assumed to be 75’-0” 

and 100’-0”, respectively. 

  

 
Figure 25: Assumed River Channel Cross Section On-Site During Flood Conditions 

 From there, the area of the cross section was found, and then the river flow was divided by this 

area to determine the average velocity of the river. The maximum pressure, Pmax, at the highest pool of 

the river was found using equation shown below. The pier shape constant, k, for a square ended pier is 

1.4, and since the bridge face was assumed to be square, this value was used (Tonias, 2007). 

 
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 2 ∗ 𝑘 ∗ (𝑣𝑎𝑣𝑔)2 

The values shown in Table 17 were used throughout this section as constant values for each of 

the connection designs. 
 

Table 17: All Bridges – River Flow to Force Values 

  

Peak Flow (ft3/s) Cross Sectional River Area (ft2) River velocity (ft/s) k (Assumed) Pmax (lb/ft2)

8,700 1,750 4.97 1.4 69.16
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The next step included finding the lateral force on the bridge due to the above calculated 

pressure. The top of the deck on each bridge was assumed to sit flush with the elevation of the 

foundation still standing on-site. The distance from the bottom of the bridge to the top of the decking 

was also then found, and added to the 2’-0” height of water above the foundation elevation. This total 

distance was then multiplied by the length of the bridge, to determine Ai, the projected area of the 

bridge exposed to the exerted water pressure during inundation. To be conservative, this area was 

assumed to be one flat surface to account for any debris that may be present in the river which could 

block water from flowing through the handrail balusters and truss chords. This area was then multiplied 

by the river pressure of 69.16 lb/ft2 to find the maximum force, Fmax, acting on the bridge during 

inundation. The force acting on one abutment was found by dividing Fmax by 2 as shown in Table 18. 

 

Table 18: All Bridges – Lateral River Forces Due to Bridge Inundation 

 
 

 Once the river force and seismic values were calculated, the total lateral force for each base 

plate was found. The seismic load per abutment was added to the river force per abutment found. 

Because there are 2 base plates on each foundation, this force was divided by 2 to find the design load 

per base plate. These design values are displayed in Table 19. 

Table 19: All Bridges – Combined Lateral Seismic and Inundation Design Loads 

 
 

3.5.3 Base Plate and Anchor Bolt Design 
 The next step was to determine the size of the base plate that rests on top of the foundation as 

well as the size of the anchor bolt. This first step was to check the compressive strength of the concrete 

footing under the plate, which would determine the minimum plate size needed for each bridge.  

Bridge Span (ft) Inundation Depth (ft) Inundatiom Area (ft2) Fmax (k) River Force Per Abutment (k)

Ed Calcutt Redesign 106.25 3.104 323.00 22.34 11.17
Big Dig Reuse 100.00 4.920 492.00 34.03 17.02
Pratt Truss 104.00 3.208 333.63 23.07 11.54
Prefabricated 100.00 3.000 300.00 20.75 11.38

Bridge Lateral Design Load per Foundation (k) Lateral Design Load per Base Plate (k)
Ed Calcutt Redesign 14.03 7.02
Big Dig Reuse 23.52 11.76
Pratt Truss 14.29 7.15
Prefabricated 12.38 5.69
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The Ed Calcutt Bridge Redesign was tested first because the plate was already sized in the 

original design. The strength of concrete under the plate was checked by using the following equation: 

 
𝜑𝑃𝑝 = 𝜑 ∗ 0.85 ∗ 𝑓𝑐′ ∗ 𝐴1          𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝜑 = 0.6 

 
This value of 881.3 k was compared to ¼ of the maximum factored design load from the LRFD 

loading combination 2, to verify that the area of under each one of the 4 base plates was sufficient. The 

shear strength of the connection due to the lateral forces was calculated according to the processed 

displayed in Figure 26. More detailed explanations of the checks can be found in Appendix B. 

 

 

Figure 26: All Bridges – Base Plate Tests Performed 

 
The next step of the analysis was to determine if the connection had adequate capacity when 

facing uplift forces from the water during inundation. The effect that dead loads would have on holding 

the structure down was not investigated for a more conservative approach. A proportion relating the 

pressure at the maximum pool height (69.16 lb/ft2) to the pressure at the bottom of the bridge was set 

up to determine the pressure acting on the underside of the bridge. From there, the pressure was 

multiplied by the area of the bridge deck to find the force exerted from uplift. This value was divided by 

4 to determine the uplift force per base plate. These values are displayed in Table 20. 

 

Check Bearing Strength of Plate

φRn = 1.2*Lc*t*Fu*(# of bolts) ≤ 2.4*d*t*Fu*(# of bolts)           where φ = 0.75

Check Shear Strength of Bolted Connection

φRn = (Bolt Shear Strength)*(# of bolts)           where φ = 0.75

Check Tensile Rupture Strength of Plate

φPn = Fu*Ae where φ = 0.75

Check Gross Section Yielding of Plate

φPn = Fy*Ay          where φ = 0.9
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Table 20: All Bridges – Uplift Forces Due to Bridge Inundation 

 
 

From there, the tensile strength of the bolted base plate connection was tested using the 

following equation: 

𝜑𝑅𝑛 =  (𝐵𝑜𝑙𝑡 𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ) ∗ (# 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑠)           𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝜑 =  0.75 

 

Because every bridge design utilized 4, ¾” x 24” A325 anchor bolts per base plate, the 119 k 

capacity of the connection proved to be adequate to resist uplift forces.  

 

3.5.4 Anchor Bolt in Concrete Strength Checks  
The strength of the concrete abutment that would hold the anchor bolts was calculated to 

determine the critical capacity of the foundation connection. Various checks were performed according 

to ACI 318-08 to verify that the anchor bolts would not tear out of the concrete when the river forces 

due to inundation were applied to the bridge along with the lateral seismic load. Figure 27 shows the 

various checks that were performed. The equations are mainly functions of edge distance spacing, 

spacing between anchors, the anchor bolt properties such as the effective length and diameter as well 

as the properties of the concrete. A more detailed explanation of each one of the checks can be found in 

Appendix B.  

Bridge River Pressure at Bottom of Bridge (lb/ft2) Uplift Force per Base Plate (k)
Ed Calcutt Redesign 58.65 12.72
Big Dig Reuse 52.15 12.70
Pratt Truss 58.07 12.08
Prefabricated 58.80 10.29
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Figure 27: All Bridges – Anchor Bolt in Concrete Strength Tests Performed 

 

 This process was first completed for the Ed Calcutt Bridge Redesign in to determine which test 

would be the most critical. The “Pullout Strength of Anchor in Tension” proved to be the most significant 

test by a large margin; therefore, it was acceptable to only investigate this test for the other three 

designs. All of the check values for the Ed Calcutt Bridge Redesign are shown in the top of Table 21, with 

the Big Dig, Pratt Truss and Pre-fabricated Bridge values shown in the bottom of the table.  

 
Table 21: All Bridges – Anchor Bolt in Concrete Strength Tests Values 

 

Concrete Pryout Strength of Anchor in Shear (D.6.3)

Vcbg = (Kcp)*(Ncbg)

Concrete Side Face Blowout Strength of Anchor in Tension (Section D.5.4)

Nsbg = (1+(s/6ca1))*(Nsb)

Pullout Strength of Anchor in Tension (Section D.5.3)

Npn = (ψcp)*(Nb)

Concrete Breakout Strength of Bolt in Shear (Section D.6.2)

Vcb = (Avc/Avco)*(ψecV)*(ψedV)*(ψcV)*(ψhN)*(Vb)

Concrete Breakout Strength of Bolt in Tension (Section D.5.2)

Ncb = (Anc/Anco)*(ψecN)*(ψedN)*(ψcN)*(ψcpN)*(Nb)

Value (k)
Tension 624.38

18.23
Not Critical

12.72

Shear 776.46
1249.00

7.02

All Bridges
Bridge Pullout Strength of Anchor in Tension (k) Inundation Uplift Force (k)

Ed Calcutt Redesign 18.23 12.72
Big Dig Reuse 18.23 12.70
Pratt Truss 18.23 12.08
Prefabricated 18.23 10.29

Concrete Breakout Strength of Bolt in Shear - D.6.2
Concrete Pryout Strength of Anchor in Shear - D.6.3

Check Performed

Inundation Uplift Force

Lateral Design Load

Concrete Breakout Strength of Bolt in Tension - D.5.2
Pullout Strength of Anchor in Tension - D.5.3
Concrete Side Face Blowout Strength of Anchor in Tension - D.5.4
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3.6 Fabricated Materials Cost Analysis of Each Bridge Alternative 
This section explains the process taken to estimate the fabricated materials cost of each 

alternative, which included the major components of the bridge (e.g. structural steel, hardware, decking 

material) and the galvanization process. The cost of the welding solder was not investigated for the 

analysis. For simplicity of calculations, there were a few assumptions made including the raw steel cost 

per pound, fabricated steel cost per pound and the galvanization cost per square foot of exposed 

surface area. Table 22 shows these assumptions with their respective prices. 

 

Table 22: Assumptions Made for Cost Analysis of Each Alternative 

 

 
A price for the cost of raw steel per pound had to be assumed in order to determine a fabricated 

steel cost per pound. According to the AISC website, raw material costs account for approximately 35% 

of a structure’s fabricated cost (AISC, 2011). Raw steel prices are currently rising; therefore, it was 

assumed that steel could rise approximately $0.02 per pound before stabilizing. From there, a 

conservative fabricated steel cost of $1.05 per pound could be assumed for calculation purposes. 

The galvanization price listed at $1.92 per sq-ft of exposed surface area is a conservative 

estimate because this process would most likely be priced out with a bid. However, in order to put a 

relative value on the process for calculation purposes a value had to be assumed (Langill, 2011). 

For simplicity of calculations, exact quantities of hardware and accurate cut lengths of members 

throughout the bridge were used for the cost estimates. In reality there are various different factors that 

would have to be considered for a cost analysis, such as the need to purchase extra material for cuts and 

waste, as well as a price reduction attained from wholesale pricing for purchasing in bulk quantities. 

However, it was assumed that using near exact cut lengths and exact quantities of hardware without 

wholesale pricing would yield a similar value to that of an analysis with these factors included. 

Table 23 displays the master list that accounted for the materials in every bridge alternative. It 

was created on a single-unit basis (e.g. amount per linear foot or per piece) because some of materials 

were used in more than one design. Once the total length or quantity of each member was calculated in 

each design, it could be multiplied by the unit-value to find the total quantity and price in the design. 

The weights of structural materials (e.g. HSS and W-Sections, angles and handrail pipe) per 

linear foot were taken from the AISC Specifications. Because the flat stock is expected to be custom cut 

 Raw Steel Cost ($/lb) Fabricated Steel Cost ($/lb) Galvanization Cost ($/sf)
0.36871 1.05 1.92
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per application in each design, a weight per plate could not be easily obtained from a table. For these 

flat pieces (e.g. gusset plates, base plates etc.) the surface area was first calculated for each plate and 

then multiplied by the thickness of the plate to find its volume. This value was then multiplied by the 

density of A36 steel (0.28 lb/in3) to find the weight of each plate (AISC Specifications, 2005). A cost for 

each individual piece of hardware (e.g. bolts, nuts etc.) was also included in the master table which 

could be easily multiplied by the total amount in each design to find the total hardware cost for each 

bridge alternative (Fastenal Company, 2011). Composite decking is not a material that can be purchased 

per linear foot. It can only be purchased in pre-cut lengths and therefore the price for one specific length 

was found. Once the total length required in each design was determined, it was multiplied by the unit 

price of one board to find the total decking price. 
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Table 23: Cost Analysis Master Materials List 

 

Type Size Weight (lb/lin-ft) SA (ft2/lin-ft)
HSS Sections HSS4x4x1/4 12.18 1.333

HSS6x6x3/16 14.51 2.000
HSS6x6x1/4 18.99 2.000
HSS7x7x1/2 41.91 2.333

W-Sections W4x13 13.00 2.047
W6x12 12.00 2.338
W21x182 182.00 7.950

Angles L2x2x1/4 3.19 0.333
L4x4x3/8 9.80 1.333
L5x3x1/4 6.60 1.333
L6x6x3/8 14.90 2.000

Handrail 1" Schedule 40 Pipe 1.68 0.262

1-1/2" Schedule 40 Pipe 2.72 0.393

Type Size SA per side (in2) Total SA (in2) V (in3) Weight per Plate (lb)
Gusset Plates 3/8" x 6" x 12" 72 144 27.00 7.56

5/8" x 12" x 18" 216 432 135.00 37.8
Base Plates 1" x 21" x 24" 504 1008 504.00 141.12

1" x 24" x 24" 576 1152 576.00 161.28
1-1/2" x 21" x 33" 693 1386 1039.50 291.06

Other 1/8" x 6-1/2" x 20" 130 260 16.25 4.55
3/8" x 13" x 18" 234 468 87.75 24.57
3/4" x 14" x 24" 336 672 252.00 70.56

Type Size Price per piece ($)
Bolts 3/8"x2" 0.99

5/8"x2-1/2" 1.82
5/8"x6" 3.04
5/8"x6" HR anchor bolts 3.74
3/4"x24" anchor bolts 15.72
7/8"x4" 5.54
1"x4" 7.61

Decking Screws 2-1/4" 0.22
Nuts 5/8" 1.46

3/4" 1.61
7/8" 1.95
1" 3.69

Washers 5/8" 0.155
3/4" 0.375
7/8" 0.831
1" 0.675

Type Size Price per piece ($)
Composite Decking 6" x 20' 40.00

Structural Sections

Flat Stock

Hardware

Decking
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3.7 Computer Generated Imaging 
 After the calculations were completed, highly detailed 3D models of each bridge were created in 

AutoCAD. Every element (e.g. truss members, purlins, decking, bolts, nuts etc.) in The Ed Calcutt Bridge 

Redesign, the Big Dig Bridge Reuse Design and the Pratt Truss Bridge were all original creations. Gator 

Bridge displays some AutoCAD drawings on their website pertaining to each truss design that the 

company offers. This file was used as a baseline to create the truss design that was modified to the 

length specified on the inquiry. From there, the decking was created and the rest of the Pre-fabricated 

Bridge was modeled. Once all of the bridges were fully modeled, 2D design drawings for the important 

aspects of each were generated. Some of the important details in each design are displayed in the 

Results.  

Conceptual 3D renders of each bridge were also generated. Materials were applied to the 

different elements in each design in AutoCAD to provide a more realistic visualization of each assembled 

bridge. Since the foundation designs were not generated for each alternative, a theoretical foundation 

was also created to place the bridge on for visualization purposes. The renders were shown at the 

Brimfield Trail Committee Meeting on February 10 to provide a visual aid for the members. After 

viewing the renders, each member was asked to rate each design aesthetically. The conceptual renders 

shown at the meeting are shown in Appendix C. 

In order to take the 3D AutoCAD models to their fullest potential, a more realistic render was 

generated for each bridge by applying sunlight and sky effects. The angle of each render was similar to 

that of Figure 2 which is a picture that was taken at the start of the project. The GPS location of the site 

was entered into AutoCAD along with the date and time that the picture was taken to obtain an 

accurate sunlight effect that would be portrayed on each bridge if it was physically at the site. 

Once these realistic renders were completed, an on-site image of each design was created in 

Adobe Photoshop Elements 9. The first step in this process was to create a background layer of the site 

to place the bridge on. There are currently four trees directly in the path of the proposed crossing which 

will have to be removed prior to pouring a foundation and erecting a bridge. Therefore, these trees had 

to be cropped out of the image to provide a suitable background layer. Once the background layer was 

created, the realistic renders generated in AutoCAD were added into Photoshop as a layer. AutoCAD 

does not have the capabilities to generate a render with a hollow background (i.e. to produce a frame or 

“mask” which could be placed on top of an image, with that image showing through as the background). 

Therefore, the background in between each handrail baluster, truss chord and purlin had to be cropped 

individually in each render in order to create a masked bridge layer.  
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These masked layers were placed at the approximate height of the remaining foundation at the 

site. The graffiti was removed from the foundation and in the reflection in the water. From there, the 

bridge frame was duplicated into another layer that was flipped upside down to represent the bridge’s 

reflection in the river. Ripple effects were added to this layer to add a more realistic effect to the 

bridge’s reflection. 

Because the bushes in the foreground would be in front of the bridge’s reflection, the reflected 

bridge had to be placed behind them. A section of the bushes from the background layer was copied 

into a new layer on top of the reflected bridge layer, in essence placing the reflected bridge layer in 

between the background and the new bush layer. Similar to the approach taken to create the “masked 

bridge layer,” a masked bush layer was created by cropping out everything behind their leaves, to 

ensure that the bridge would show through. Once all of the layers were in place, some additional 

shading techniques and lighting effects were applied to specific parts of the image to give it a more 

realistic appearance overall. All of these on-site images are displayed in the Results. 
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4 Results 
This chapter displays AutoCAD drawings of important features and typical connections 

throughout each of the bridge alternatives as well as an on-site image generated in Photoshop. A 

fabricated material cost analysis for each one of the alternatives is also described. 
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4.5 Fabricated Materials Cost Analysis Results 
This section displays the estimated fabricated materials cost of each alternative, which included 

the major components of the bridge (e.g. structural steel, hardware, decking material) and the 

galvanization process. Tables 24-27 in Sections 4.5.1 – 4.5.4, respectively, contain the costs for each 

bridge alternative broken down by component. Each component was given a fabricated material price as 

well as a galvanization price where applicable. The total estimated fabricated materials cost of each 

bridge is displayed at the bottom of each table. 

 

4.5.1 Ed Calcutt Bridge Redesign 
 

Table 24: Fabricated Materials Cost Estimate – Ed Calcutt Bridge Redesign 

 

Type Size Quantity/Lin ft Req. Material Weight (lb) Fab. Steel Price ($) Galv. SA (ft2) Galv. Price ($)
Structural Steel HSS4x4x1/4 392 4781 5019.67 523.33 1004.80

HSS6x6x3/16 420 6094 6398.91 840.00 1612.80
HSS6x6x1/4 420 7976 8374.59 840.00 1612.80
W4x13 480 6240 6551.95 982.39 1886.19
L4x4x3/8 213 2083 2186.63 283.33 544.00
L5x3x1/4 213 1403 1472.63 283.33 544.00

Flat Stock 3/8" Gusset PL 120 907 952.56 120.00 230.40
5/8" Gusset PL 50 1890 1984.50 150.00 288.00
3/4" Connector PL 40 2822 2963.52 186.67 358.40
1" Base Plate 4 645 677.38 32.00 61.44

Handrail Pipe 1" Sched. 40 1050 1764 1852.20 274.89 527.79
1-1/2" Sched. 40 620 1686.4 1770.72 243.47 467.47

38,291 $40,200 4759.42 $9,200

Quantity Req. Price per piece ($) Total Price ($)
Bolts 3/8"x2" 225 0.99 222.68

5/8"x2-1/2" 200 1.82 364.00
5/8"x6" 120 3.04 364.80
7/8"x4" 80 5.54 443.20
3/4"x24" 16 15.72 251.52
1"x4" 120 7.61 913.20

Decking Screws 2-1/4" 1800 0.22 396.00
Nuts 5/8" 320 1.46 467.20

3/4" 16 1.61 25.76
7/8" 80 1.95 156.00
1" 120 3.69 442.80

Washers 5/8" 640 0.155 99.05
3/4" 16 0.375 6.00
7/8" 160 0.831 133.00
1" 240 0.675 162.00

$4,500

Quantity Req. Price per piece ($) Total Price ($)
Composite Decking 6" x 20' 84 40.00 $3,400.00

Fabricated Materials Cost: $57,300.00

Ed Calcutt Bridge Redesign 
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4.5.2 Big Dig Bridge Reuse Design 
 

Table 25: Fabricated Materials Cost Estimate – Big Dig Bridge Reuse Design 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Type Size Quantity/Lin ft Req. Material Weight (lb) Fab. Steel Price ($) Galv. SA (ft2) Galv. Price ($)
Bridge 9'-9" x 50'-0" 2 118400.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Structural Steel W21x182 21 3834.13 4025.84 7.90 0.00

L8x8x1/2 6 160.20 168.21 4.99 0.00
Flat Stock 1/8" Handrail PL 40 182.00 191.10 72.22 138.67

3/8" PL (W21 to W27) 4 98.28 103.19 0.00 0.00
1-1/2" Base Plate 4 1164.24 1222.45 0.00 0.00

Handrail Pipe 1" Sched. 40 930 1562.40 1640.52 243.47 467.47
1-1/2" Sched. 40 508.67 1383.57 1452.75 199.75 383.53

126,785 $8,800.00 528.34 $1,000.00

Quantity (ea.) Price per piece ($) Total Price ($)
Bolts 1"x4" 48 7.61 365.28

5/8"x6" HR anchor bolts 160 3.74 598.40
3/4"x2-1/2" 96 2.53 242.88
3/4"x24" 16 15.72 251.52

Nuts 3/4" 112 1.61 180.32
1" 48 3.69 177.12

Washers 5/8" for HR anchor 160 0.155 24.80
3/4" 208 0.375 78.00
1" 96 0.675 64.80

$2,000.00
Fabricated Materials Cost: $11,800.00

Big Dig Bridge Reuse
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4.5.3 Project Team’s Original Design 
 

Table 26: Fabricated Materials Cost Estimate – Project Team’s Original Design 

 
 

4.5.4 Pre-fabricated Bridge 
As specified on the quote from Gator Bridge, the fabricated cost of the aluminum bridge was 

approximately $64,000. It was assumed that this price did not include the hardware to hold the bridge 

down to a foundation, so this cost was calculated for comparative purposes since the required bolt 

connection was designed.  

 

Table 27: Fabricated Materials Cost Estimate – Pre-fabricated Bridge 

 

Type Size Quantity/Lin ft Req. Materials Weight (lb) Fab. Steel Price ($) Galv. SA (ft2) Galv. Price ($)
Structural Steel HSS6x6x3/16 541 7850 8242.41 1082.00 2077.44

HSS6x6x1/4 416 7900 8294.83 832.00 1597.44
HSS7x7x1/2 16 671 704.09 37.33 71.68
W6x12 496 5952 6249.60 1159.81 2226.84
L2x2x1/4 21 68 71.45 7.11 13.65

Flat Stock 1" Base Plate 4 564 592.70 28.00 53.76
Handrail Pipe 1" Sched. 40 1091 1833 1924.88 285.68 548.50

1-1/2" Sched. 40 675 1837 1928.37 265.15 509.09
26,675 $28,000.00 3697.08 $7,100.00

Quantity Req. Price per piece ($) Total Price ($)
Bolts 3/8"x2" 192 0.99 $190.02

3/4"x24" 16 15.72 251.52
Decking Screws 2-1/4" 1536 0.22 337.92
Nuts 3/4" 16 1.61 25.76
Washers 3/4" 16 0.375 6.00

$800.00

Quantity Req. Price per piece ($) Total Price ($)

Composite Decking 6" x 20' 82 40.00 $3,300.00

Fabricated Materials Cost: $39,200.00

Pratt Truss Bridge

Type Size Quantity Req. Price per piece ($) Total Price ($)
Bridge 6'-0"x100'-0" 1 64,000 64,000.00

Bolts 3/4"x24" 16 15.72 251.52
Nuts 3/4" 16 1.61 25.76
Washers 3/4" 16 0.375 6.00

$300.00
Fabricated Materials Cost: $64,300.00

Prefabricated Bridge
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4.5.5 Fabricated Materials Cost Analysis Summary 
Table 28 summarizes the fabricated material cost analysis for all of the bridge alternatives. 

These costs are broken down by the total cost associated with each aspect of the design for comparison 

purposes. The values obtained through the cost analysis were used during the evaluation process. 

 
Table 28: Cost Analysis Summary for Each Bridge Alternative 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Material Ed Calcutt Redesign Big Dig Bridge Reuse Pratt Truss Bridge Prefabricated Bridge
Fabricated Steel Cost $40,200.00 $8,800.00 $28,000.00 $64,000.00
Hardware (bolts, nuts etc.) $4,500.00 $2,000.00 $800.00 $300.00
Composite Decking $3,400.00 -- $3,300.00 --
Galvanization Process $9,200.00 $1,000.00 $7,100.00 --
Fabricated Material Cost $57,300.00 $11,800.00 $39,200.00 $64,300.00
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5 Evaluation Process 
 A weighted evaluation method was used to assess the four design alternatives and 

contributed to developing a recommended solution. This evaluation procedure contained four 

major parts. The first was to develop the criteria for evaluation. The second was to determine the 

appropriate relative weights of each criterion. The third aspect was to determine the score of each 

bridge for each of the criteria. The fourth step was to determine and note significant factors specific to 

each bridge alternative. 

 

5.1 Criteria 
The first step in evaluating the different bridge designs was to establish a set of criteria that 

would be used. The criteria had to encompass all aspects of the design and construction of the bridges. 

These included costs, environmental impact, and aesthetics. This section lists the criteria that were 

used, and gives a description of what was assessed for each criterion. 

 

5.1.1 Material Costs 
The material costs of the bridge were calculated by determining the amount of steel in the 

design and the costs of fabrication, hardware, decking and galvanization. An estimated value for the cost 

of the fabricated materials was generated for each bridge as shown in Section 4.5.  

 

5.1.2 Construction Costs 
The construction costs were not directly determined quantitatively due to the difficulty in 

estimating the entire cost of the construction. Instead, three aspects that influenced the cost of 

construction were considered. These were the ease of construction, the size of the crane needed, and 

the size of the abutment needed. The number of connections necessary to assemble the bridge was 

used to measure ease of construction. A greater amount of connections in the design would prove more 

difficult and time consuming and therefore would reflect a higher final price. The size of the crane 

needed was determined based on the weight of the bridge and the horizontal reach of the crane. The 

cost of a larger crane will be significantly greater than that of a smaller one. The size of the abutment 

would also influence the cost of the construction. A larger foundation will be more expensive to place 

and form than that of a smaller one. For this metric, the weights of the bridges were considered to 

compare relative abutment sizes. 
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5.1.3 Transportation Costs 
 The transportation costs were also not directly measured quantitatively. Two criteria that would 

influence the cost of the transportation were considered, which included the ease of transportation and 

the travel distance necessary. The ease of transportation was based on the relative length and weight of 

the bridge sections. It was assumed that larger and heavier sections will be more difficult to transport 

than smaller ones, and therefore yield a higher price. The travel distance necessary was based on the 

approximate distance traveled in order to transport the bridge from the manufacturer to the river 

crossing site. This included the travel distance necessary to galvanize parts of each alternative design. 

Travel distance was used as a measure of cost because the distance necessary can also translate to the 

fuel necessary and therefore would contribute to the overall cost of transportation. 

 

5.1.4 Financing 
 The financing criterion refers to the ability to split the costs of the bridge over several years. This 

means that specific parts or sections of the bridge design and construction could be separated over 

several years. Financing was based on the number of sections of the bridge. This criterion was added as 

a result of the Brimfield Trial Committee Meeting on February 10, 2011. During this meeting, this 

concern was discussed. 

 

5.1.5 Aesthetics 
The aesthetics of each bridge were determined based on three factors: the materials used, 

conformity with the environment, and the maintenance required. The materials chosen were a measure 

of the visual appeal of the materials and elements used to construct the bridge. The conformity with the 

environment was a measure of how well the bridge fits in with the trail, the environment, and other 

bridges already in place in the area. The maintenance required referred to the relative amount of 

maintenance needed to retain the visual appeal of the bridge. 

 

5.1.6 Engineering Review 
 The engineering review necessary was the extent to which a bridge would need the review of a 

professional engineer. This was based on the extent of the design, including the number of connections, 

and members that were designed. 
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5.1.7 Environmental Impact 
 The environmental impact of each design was determined based on three aspects: 

manufacturing, transportation, and construction. The manufacturing impact of a bridge was a measure 

of the resources necessary and the emissions generated from the fabrication of the bridges. Therefore, 

the amount of materials and galvanization needed were considered. The transportation impact refers 

again to the amount of fuel necessary and the emissions associated with transporting the bridges. This 

was based on the travel distance necessary for the bridges. The construction impact was the 

environmental impact from the construction process which would include any tree removal necessary to 

maneuver the crane and bridge sections into the site. The relative sizes of the crane and the bridge 

sections were considered for this metric. 

 

5.2 Relative Weights 
The next step in the evaluation process was determining the weights assigned to each of the 

criteria. In order to develop the final weights used in the evaluation process, three steps were taken. 

First, initial weights were developed based on the knowledge of the specific project and the importance 

of certain criteria for typical design projects. The next step was to gain public input, specifically from the 

Brimfield Trail Committee, to gage their opinion on the relative weights of each criterion. The final step 

was to use the initial weights and the public input to develop the final weights for each of the criteria. 

In order to acquire the public opinion, the Brimfield Trail Committee meeting on February 10, 

2011 was attended to distribute criteria evaluation sheets. The committee members were instructed to 

weight the individual metrics on a scale of 0 to 3, with 3 being the most important, based on their 

perception of importance. These sheets are shown in Appendix C. It was specified that half point 

intervals could be used. With the completed evaluation sheets from each committee member, a 

statistical analysis was performed to find the mean, median, and mode for each of the criteria weights.  

The final weights were developed using these three statistical values and the initial weights. By 

taking into consideration all these values, a final weight was assigned to each of the criteria. The values 

for the initial, the mean, the median, the mode, and the final weights are shown in Table 29. 
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Table 29: Development of Evaluation Criteria Weights 

  
 

5.3 Individual Bridge Ratings 
 The third step in evaluating the bridges was to determine each bridge’s score for each criterion 

developed earlier. This section describes the process of assigning a value to each bridge for each of the 

criteria. The ranks were taken to be in the range of one to four, with four being the “best”. The range of 

actual values for the bridge alternatives was first determined for each metric. This range was then 

divided into four equal intervals from which a rank from one to four could be assigned. The score a given 

bridge alternative received was based on the interval into which it fell. Since multiple bridges could fall 

into the same interval, they could receive the same score. 

 

Category Initial Mean Median Mode Final
Fabricated Materials Cost ($) 3 2.71 3 3 3

Construction
Ease 1 2.00 2 2 2
Crane Size 1.5 1.60 1.75 2 1.5
Abutment 1 1.90 2 1 1.5

Transportation
Ease 1 1.75 1.5 1 1.5
Distance Necessary ($) 1 1.60 1.5 1 1.5

Financing -- -- -- -- 2

Aesthetics
Materials 1.5 2.25 2.25 2 2
Conformity with Environment 1.5 2.55 3 3 2.5
Maintenance Required 1 2.20 2 2 2

Engineering Review 2 2.00 2 2 2

Environmental Impact
Manufacturing 1 1.40 1.25 1 1
Transportation 1 1.65 2 2 1.5
Construction (Tree removal etc.) 1.5 2.20 2 2 2

Brimfield Trail Committee
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5.3.1 Fabricated Materials Cost 
 The fabricated materials cost was developed for each bridge as shown in Section 4.5 Fabricated 

Materials Cost Analysis Results. This estimated price was based on the cost of materials, fabrication and 

galvanization. The ranges for this criterion and the scores for each bridge alternative are shown in Table 

30. 

Table 30: Score – Fabricated Materials Cost 

 

 

5.3.2 Construction Costs 
 There were three criteria used to assess the construction costs of each bridge. These were the 

ease of construction, crane size needed, and the required abutment size. 

 

Ease of Construction 
 The ease of construction was determined based on the number of connections that would need 

to be assembled for each bridge. This included the total number of welded connections as well as the 

number of bolts used. The number of connections necessary and the scores are displayed in Table 31. 

 

Table 31: Score – Ease of Construction 

 
 

Required Crane Size 
 The crane size needed for the construction of the bridges was determined based on two factors. 

One was the capacity, the weight that the crane can safely lift and move, of the crane in tons. The jib 

was the other factor used in this metric which is the horizontal reach of the crane. For all the bridges, a 

minimum jib of 55’ was assumed. Using a list of cranes from an industry reference (Bigge Crane and 

Rank 4 3 2 1
Cost ($) 10,000-25,000 25,001-40,000 40,001-55,000 55,001+

Bridge Ed Calcutt Big Dig Pratt Truss Pre-Fab
Bridge Cost ($) 57,150.54 11,702.51 39,197.95 64,283.28

Score 1 4 3 1

Rank 4 3 2 1
# of Connections 0-500 501-1000 1001-1500 1500+

Bridge Ed Calcutt Big Dig Pratt Truss Pre-Fab
# of Connections 2,120 1,200 1,204 0

Score 1 2 2 4
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Rigging Co., 2011), the potential candidates were found using the weight of the bridge and the minimum 

required jib. The smallest cranes were chosen that met both conditions. The scores for the crane size are 

shown in Table 32. 

 

Table 32: Score – Crane Size 

 
 

Required Abutment Size 
 The size of bridge abutments are influenced by the weight of the bridge; therefore, weight was 

used as a measure to evaluate the metric. The weights of each bridge and the scores are shown in Table 

33. 

Table 33: Score – Abutment 

 
 

5.3.3 Transportation Costs 
 The transportation costs for each bridge were evaluated based on two criteria. These were the 

ease of transportation and the travel distance necessary. 

 

Ease of Transportation 
 The ease of transportation considered two factors: the weight of the bridge, and the length of 

the sections. In order to establish a score for each bridge, first a preliminary rank for the weights and the 

section lengths of each bridge were assigned. Then, another ranking system was applied to the total 

value of both factors. From there, the scores could be determined as shown in Table 34. 

 

Rank 4 3 2 1
Capacity (tons) 30-40 41-50 51-60 61+

Bridge Ed Calcutt Big Dig Pratt Truss Pre-Fab
Required Capacity (tons) 30 70 30 30

Score 4 1 4 4

Rank 4 3 2 1
Weight (tons) 0-15 16-30 31-45 46+

Bridge Ed Calcutt Big Dig Pratt Truss Pre-Fab
 Bridge Weight (tons) 21 64 14 6

Score 3 1 4 4
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Table 34: Score – Ease of Transportation 

 
 

Distance Necessary 
 The travel distance necessary to transport each bridge from the manufacturer to the site was 

used as a measure of the cost of transportation. The distance necessary was calculated based on the 

following assumptions: the Ed Calcutt Redesign Bridge and the Pratt Truss Bridge will be manufactured 

in Southbridge, the galvanization site is in approximately 50 miles south of Brimfield, and the Pre-

Fabricated Bridge will be manufactured in Florida. The calculated distances as well as the scores for each 

bridge are shown in Table 35. 
 

Table 35: Score – Distance Necessary 

 

Rank 4 3 2 1
Weight (tons) 0-15 16-30 31-45 46+

Length (ft) 20-27 28-35 36-43 44+

Bridge Ed Calcutt Big Dig Pratt Truss Pre-Fab
Bridge Weight (tons) 21 64 14 6

Bridge Length (ft) 21 50 21 50

Bridge Ed Calcutt Big Dig Pratt Truss Pre-Fab
 Weight (tons) 3 1 4 4

Length (ft) 4 1 4 1
Total 7 2 8 5

Potential Total 7-8 5-6 3-4 2
Rank 4 3 2 1
Score 4 3 4 1

Distances (mi) Ed Calcutt Big Dig Pratt Truss Pre-Fab
 to galvanization 50 (5) 50 (1) 50 (5) --

to site 50 (5) 50(1), 1.5 (2) 50 (5) --
Total Travel 500 103 500 1000

Rank 4 3 2 1
Distance (mi) 100-325 326-550 551-775 776+

Bridge Ed Calcutt Big Dig Pratt Truss Pre-Fab
Distance (mi) 500 103 500 1,000

Score 3 4 3 1
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5.3.4 Financing 
 In order to evaluate the ability to split the cost of the bridges over several years, the cost per 

section of the bridge was determined. This takes into consideration the differences in the total cost of 

the bridges with the scores being shown in shown in Table 36. 

  
Table 36: Score – Financing 

 
 

5.3.5 Aesthetics 
 The evaluation of the aesthetics of each bridge was based on three criteria: the materials used, 

conformity with the environment, and maintenance required. 

 

Materials 
 The materials criterion refers to the overall visual appeal of the bridge as well as the materials 

used to construct the bridge. The scores given to each bridge were determined using the average scores 

from the individuals at the Brimfield Trail Committee meeting. These are displayed in Table 37. 

 

Table 37: Score – Brimfield Trail Committee Meeting Individual Aesthetics Ratings  

 

  

 The scores assigned to each bridge were determined by establishing a ranking system based on 

the mean scores of the individuals at the Brimfield Trail Committee meeting. The scores are displayed in 

Table 38. 

Rank 4 3 2 1
Cost per Section ($) 0-20,000 20,001-40,000 40,001-60,000 60,001+

Bridge Ed Calcutt Big Dig Pratt Truss Pre-Fab
Cost ($) 57,150.54 11,702.51 39,197.95 64,283.28

# of Sections 5 2 5 1
Cost per Section ($) 11,430.11 5,851.26 7,839.59 64,283.28

Score 4 4 4 1

Individual 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Mean
Ed Calcutt 3 4 3 4 2 2 2 3 2 2.78

Big Dig 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.00
Pratt Truss 4 3 3 3 3 2 3 4 4 3.22

Pre-Fabricated 2 2 4 3 4 3 4 2 3 3.00

Brimfield Trail Committee Meeting Rankings
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Table 38: Score – Materials 

 
 

Conformity with Environment 
 This criterion was difficult to quantify with a specific measure. However, a check list for 

conformity was used to assign points to the design alternatives. The two factors considered were each 

weighted, and then a total score for each bridge was found.  From there, ranges of total scores were 

assigned ranks. The scores assigned to each bridge are shown in Table 49. 

 

Table 39: Score – Conformity with Environment 

  
 

Maintenance Required 
 The maintenance required to retain the visual appeal of a material varies depending upon the 

material. For example, anodized aluminum and concrete require very little maintenance. The galvanized 

steel is also a low maintenance material; however it may require some maintenance due to a decrease 

in the amount of zinc used in the process. The use of zinc in the galvanization process has been 

restricted due to harmful environmental effects (Environmental Protection Department Air Policy 

Group, 2008). Therefore, assigned scores for the types of materials can be used to characterize the 

maintenance. The primary material used in each bridge determined the score it was assigned, as 

displayed in Table 40. 

Rank 4 3 2 1
Mean Rank 3.01-4 2.01-3 1.01-2 0-1

Bridge Ed Calcutt Big Dig Pratt Truss Pre-Fab
Mean Rank 2.78 1.00 3.22 3.00

Score 3 1 4 3

Criteria Value Ed Calcutt Big Dig Pratt Truss Pre-Fab
Fits an Old Railroad Theme 2 1 0 2 2
Already in Place Along Trail 1 1 0 0 0

Total Scores 3 2 0 2 2

Potential Total Scores 3 2 1 0
Rank 4 3 2 1

Bridge Ed Calcutt Big Dig Pratt Truss Pre-Fab
Score 3 1 3 3

Points Received
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Table 40: Score – Maintenance Required 

 
 

5.3.6 Engineering Review 
 The engineering review necessary for each design was determined on a case-by-case basis. An 

important factor used to measure this was the number of new design features in each design. The Ed 

Calcutt Bridge does have a large amount of connections; however, this bridge has already been designed 

by a professional engineer. Therefore, the level of review required can be reduced. The Pratt Truss 

Bridge is a new design with many different connections and therefore will require extensive review. The 

Big Dig Bridge has also been designed by a professional engineer. The connection between the two 

sections is a new design, and therefore would need to be reviewed. The Pre-Fabricated Bridge will come 

with stamped design plans and therefore may only require an abutment design. The scores are shown in 

Table 41. 

Table 41: Score – Engineering Review 

 
 

5.3.7 Environmental Impact 
 The environmental impact of each bridge was separated into three categories. These categories 

were the manufacturing impact, the transportation impact, and the construction impact. Each of these 

criteria was assigned a specific ranking system. 

 

Manufacturing 
 The environmental impact from the manufacturing process for each bridge was based on the 

weight of the bridge. The weight can be translated to the amount of fabrication necessary and therefore 

the amount of energy needed and emissions produced. The weights of the material to be fabricated 

along with the scores are shown in Table 42. 

 

Material Aluminum Concrete Galvanized Steel
Score 4 4 3

Bridge Ed Calcutt Big Dig Pratt Truss Pre-Fab
Score 3 4 3 4

Bridge Ed Calcutt Big Dig Pratt Truss Pre-Fab
Score 2 3 1 4
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Table 42: Score – Manufacturing Impact 

 
 

Transportation 
 The environmental impact from the transportation was considered to be a result of fuel 

consumption and vehicle emissions. Both of these factors depend heavily on the distance traveled. 

Therefore, the distances traveled for each bridge were found and the ranks were established. The score 

for each alternative is shown in Table 43. 

 

Table 43: Score – Transportation Impact 

 
 

Construction  
 The environmental impact for the construction of the bridges was attributed to the amount of 

disturbed environment during construction. This was dependent on the size of the crane and the length 

of the bridge sections. In order to establish a score for each bridge, a preliminary rank for the crane sizes 

and the section lengths of each bridge were assigned. Then, another ranking system was applied to the 

total value of both factors. From there, a score could be determined as shown in Table 44.  

 

Rank 4 3 2 1
Metal to be Fabricated (tons) 0-5 6-10 11-15 16+

Bridge Ed Calcutt Big Dig Pratt Truss Pre-Fab
Metal to be Fabricated (tons) 21 4 14 6

Score 1 4 2 3

Rank 4 3 2 1
Distance (mi) 100-325 326-550 551-775 776+

Bridge Ed Calcutt Big Dig Pratt Truss Pre-Fab
Distance (mi) 500 103 500 1,000

Score 3 4 3 1
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Table 44: Score – Construction Impact 

 
 

5.4 Final Bridge Scores Summary 
Table 45 is a summary of the entire evaluation process. This table shows the categories used in 

the evaluation with their respective weights. It also shows the scores for each bridge alternative by 

category. For each bridge alternative, the category weights and their respective scores were multiplied 

together. From there, the total score for each bridge alternative was determined which is shown in red 

at the bottom of the table. 

Rank 4 3 2 1
Crane Size (tons) 30-40 41-50 51-60 61+

Section Length (ft) 20-27 28-35 36-43 44+

Bridge Ed Calcutt Big Dig Pratt Truss Pre-Fab
Crane Size (tons) 30 70 30 30

Section Length (ft) 21 50 21 50

Bridge Ed Calcutt Big Dig Pratt Truss Pre-Fab
Crane Size (tons) 4 1 4 4

Section Length (ft) 4 1 4 1
Total 8 2 8 5

Range of Potential Scores 7-8 5-6 3-4 2
Rank 4 3 2 1

Bridge Ed Calcutt Big Dig Pratt Truss Pre-Fab
Score 4 1 4 3
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Table 45: Final Bridge Rankings Summary 

 
 

5.5 Other Significant Evaluation Factors 
 In this section, aspects that were not accounted for in the evaluation table are discussed. Each 

bridge alternative had factors that were unique to the particular design that could not be applied 

broadly to the other three alternatives. 

 

Ed Calcutt Bridge Redesign 
 The Ed Calcutt Bridge, currently installed in Sturbridge, MA has already been designed and 

constructed along the Grand Trunk Trail. Therefore, final design drawings were already created by a 

professional engineer. This will allow either the original engineer or another engineer to check the 

adequacy of the redesign more easily.  

Weight Category Ed Calcutt Big Dig Pratt Truss Pre-Fab
3 Fab Materials Cost ($) 1 4 3 1

Construction
2 Ease 1 2 2 4

1.5 Crane Size 4 1 4 4
1.5 Abutment 3 1 4 4

Transportation
1.5 Ease 4 1 4 3
1.5 Distance Necessary ($) 3 4 3 1

1.5 Financing 4 4 4 1

Aesthetics
2 Materials 3 1 4 3

2.5 Conformity with Environment 3 1 3 3
2 Maintenance Required 3 4 3 4

2 Engineering Review 2 3 1 4

Environmental Impact
1 Manufacturing 1 4 2 3

1.5 Transportation 3 4 3 1
2 Construction (Tree removal etc.) 4 1 4 3

Total Score 69 63 79.5 70.5
(Min Score 25.5)
(Max Score 102)
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Big Dig Bridge Reuse Design 
 The Big Dig Bridges were originally designed as temporary highway traffic bridges and therefore 

have excess capacity. These bridges could be designed to accommodate larger vehicles if needed. 

However, inspection and analysis of the bridges would be needed to confirm that this capacity exists. 

Also, the Big Dig Bridge Reuse would most likely require replacing the handrails with guardrails and a 6-

foot high chain link fence. This was learned at the Brimfield Trail Committee meeting on February 10, 

2011, and therefore was not included in the design that was completed in January. These additional 

safety measures would not conform with the perception of a pedestrian trail and would most likely 

result in negative reactions from the public. Another aspect of the bridge evaluation that was not 

considered was the lack of weatherization of the rusted W-sections supporting the concrete deck. The 

visual appeal could be improved if the W-sections were painted, however this would require regular 

maintenance to retain the aesthetic appeal. Cribbing of the bridge sections may be necessary during the 

process in which the pieces are cut to size. An additional constraint associated with this design is that 

new or additional hoisting holes may need to be added after the sections are cut to size. 

 

Pratt Truss Bridge 
 The Pratt Truss Bridge was rated positively in respects to the visual appeal at the Brimfield Trail 

Committee meeting. Many individuals also liked the visual appeal and low maintenance of the 

aluminum material option presented in the pre-fabricated bridge option. It is important to mention that 

the Pratt Truss is a common truss design and many pre-fabricators offer this option in their array of 

design options.  Therefore, an aluminum Pratt Truss style could be created if desired. This design also 

may not meet the standard design practices of professional engineers, and therefore issues may arise 

during the engineering review or construction. 

 

Pre-Fabricated Bridge 
 The Pre-Fabricated Bridge chosen was one of many options offered by Gator Bridge. This 

company offers several different options for decking and truss styles. There are also many different 

companies that offer pre-fabricated bridges with any aspect of customization. Therefore, the Pre-

Fabricated Bridge represents an extremely customizable option when selecting a bridge. 
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6 Final Recommendation 
Based on the final evaluation scores and the other significant factors, the Pratt Truss Bridge is 

recommended for further investigation for the potential implementation at the Quinebaug River 

Crossing in Brimfield, MA. Of the maximum possible 102 points, this bridge design received 79.5 points 

compared to the second highest score of 70.5 attainted by the Pre-fabricated Bridge. A brief discussion 

of the pros and cons of the other alternatives and the evidence supporting this recommendation of the 

Pratt Truss Bridge are discussed in this chapter. 

The Ed Calcutt Bridge Redesign received a 69 as the final evaluation score. This design allows for 

a great financing option, and it should be easy to transport to the site. It also received moderately high 

aesthetics scores; however, it represents one of the most expensive designs, and it will require a lot of 

engineering review due to its complex design. 

The Big Dig Bridge Reuse Design presents the least expensive design as well as the most 

environmentally friendly because there was little new fabrication associated with the reuse of the 

bridges. However, the final evaluation score for this option was only 63 due to the fact that it was rated 

poorly for the remainder of the metrics, especially aesthetics.  

The Pre-fabricated Bridge received the second highest evaluation score of 70.5. This is the most 

expensive design option and the least flexible with respect to the financing option. The bridge would 

need to be transported from Florida which would also represent another expense. However, this 

alternative has equally admirable qualities that offset the cons such as being the most customizable 

option as well having a professional engineer’s stamp included in the cost 

The Pratt Truss Bridge possessed the highest aesthetic rating based on the input from the 

Brimfield Trail Committee meeting. Many individuals favorably noted that the bridge possessed qualities 

similar to that of an old railroad trestle which is a desired theme of the trail. This alternative did very 

well in most of the metrics that were evaluated, except that it would require extensive engineering 

review to produce construction drawings.  

Based on the maximum possible evaluation score, there is still some room for improvement and 

a higher scoring design could be found other than those evaluated. There is also the potential to have 

inaccurate category weights. This could be due to the fact that there could be an error in an assumption 

used to generate the weights. Errors could also arise from the fact that a professional engineer did not 

create the evaluation criteria and weights or perform the evaluation process. The values of the public 

determined the corresponding weights, and therefore as these opinions change, the weights would be 
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expected to as well. For example, as the importance of environmental concerns increase within a 

community, the weights for this metric would be expected to increase.  

 The Pratt Truss Bridge is the final recommendation even though it has the potential to require 

the most review from a professional engineer before the design is implemented. However, because it 

received high ratings in each of the other metrics it should be investigated for further review. The 

positive aspects of the Pratt Truss Bridge outweigh the negatives, whereas in the other three 

alternatives, the positive and negative aspects are at best balanced.  
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7 Conclusions 
In order to design a bridge, several factors need to be considered. Along with the structural 

integrity of the bridge, the aesthetics, environmental impacts, economics, constructability, social 

constraints and the accessibility of the bridge also needs to be considered. Design courses in an 

educational environment typically focus on calculating design loads and the required capacities. The 

other factors are mentioned, but not fully addressed due to the objectives and time constraints 

associated with the classes. However, this project provided a unique opportunity to explore each aspect 

of a real-world design. Taking a holistic approach to the design proved to be more demanding than 

foreseen initially. Without any previous experience, it was difficult to envision the amount of time and 

effort that is required in a holistic design project. 

 The different aspects of a holistic approach presented a challenge for evaluating the bridge 

alternatives. Several aspects would have been overly time-consuming to quantify accurately. It was 

necessary to make assumptions in order to simplify the evaluations and to limit the amount of time 

needed for the evaluations. For example, specific costs were not determined for each category; however 

factors that would influence the final cost were used to evaluate the bridge alternatives. This was a 

practical approach to assign relative values for each bridge design without being too laborious.  

 Experience is an invaluable tool in any design project.  It allows the designer to better 

understand a project based on knowledge they have previous attained. This could include knowing 

typical design practices as well as recognizing the feasibility of construction. Engineering experience can 

help to design the structure holistically rather than by part. It would allow for an understanding of the 

interactions between members and how they influence each other in the design. There are multiple 

options for each part of the bridge, therefore even though a choice was made for this project it might 

not be the best possible solution. There also could be a limiting check that was not accounted for due to 

a lack of experience. Therefore, any design needs a professional engineer’s stamp before it can be built.  

 Another important aspect of any design is the public opinion, specifically the opinions pertaining 

to aesthetics. During the meeting with the BTC, individuals expressed a negative view of the Big Dig 

Bridges. Therefore many individuals developed an early bias towards this particular alternative. Without 

attending this meeting, the interests of the public may not have been considered strongly enough.   

A holistic approach yields the most practical design based on the constraints present for each 

project. An important constraint specific to this project was the amount of time allotted for the design 

process. Due to an academic nature of the project, it was impossible to complete every aspect of the 

design and therefore some important steps are still required before any design is to be implemented. 
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8 Next Steps 
 One major component limiting the calculations performed was the soil type at the site. It was 

mentioned in the Geotechnical Considerations Section that the soil type was unknown at the proposed 

bridge crossing location. Since a foundation design depends heavily on the soil type, it was deemed 

unreasonable to assume the worst case scenario because it would be too conservative. Exploratory 

boring tests will need to be performed at the site to determine the soil type before any foundation is to 

be designed. This step is expected to be completed by the US Army Corps of Engineers.  

Another consideration that could be addressed is the relationship between the earthquake and 

inundation loads used for the foundation connection design. During the calculations that were 

performed, it was assumed that both of these forces would act in combination with no modification 

factors. Before a foundation is designed, a loading combination could be researched in order to assume 

a more appropriate loading combination based on accepted probabilities of occurrence. 

The other aspect related to the foundation design is the testing of the foundation still remaining 

at the site. This foundation is over 100 years old and needs to be checked for adequate strength before 

it could be considered for use. It was specified that the foundation is likely too old and cannot support 

the load of any bridge alternative presented. Therefore a new foundation will need to be designed for 

each side of the crossing which is expected to be completed by the US Army Corps of Engineers. 

 Due to an assumption about vehicle speed and scope limitations, a vehicle impact analysis was 

not performed for each bridge alternative. This analysis was not considered because it was assumed 

that any vehicle crossing over the bridge would be travelling slowly due to the narrow passable 

dimensions. However, vehicle speed and impact forces would have to be considered before any design 

is to be implemented and is expected to be completed by the professional engineer that reviews the 

design alternatives. 

 Approach rails leading to the bridge were also not designed in this project due to scope 

limitations. These safety devices would need to be placed around the approach ramp before the bridge 

is opened for public use. These are expected to be designed by a professional engineer. 

 The major part of any design project is the funding available for the implementation. This aspect 

was not explored in depth because of scope limitations. It was only partially accounted for in the 

evaluations based on the ability to purchase and construct pieces of a particular design as funding 

becomes available. The process of identifying grant opportunities and locating funding sources to 

support bridge construction was not explored. This is expected to be investigated by the US Army Corps 

of Engineers as well as the Brimfield Trail Committee as a final bridge alternative is decided on. 
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 Prior to approving an alternative, the Brimfield Trail Committee could obtain individuals’ 

opinions for their favorite bridge based on the on-site Photoshop images, similar to the process that was 

taken at the meeting on February 10, 2010. Or perhaps the Photoshop images of each design could be 

posted on their website to conduct a survey of individual opinions. This input could be factored in when 

selecting a bridge. This would be a way to gain a larger array of inputs from within the community. It 

would be a creative way to stimulate interest in the project, and it may even lead to a few donations 

from within the community.  
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Appendix A – Project Proposal 
This appendix includes the proposal of work that was submitted at the end of A-Term on 

October 14, 2010. 
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Problem Statement 
The East Brimfield Section of the Grand Trunk Trail is currently interrupted at a 100-foot 

wide crossing of the Quinebaug River. This was the location of an old trolley line bridge that 
washed out in a flood in the 1950’s. The US Army Corps of Engineers owns this land and wants 
to assist the regional trails committees in the area to connect both sides in order to continue the 
Grand Trunk Trail across the river.  

Objective 
The purpose of this project is to design and evaluate four alternative bridges and 

recommend one design for approval by the US Army Corps of Engineers. The design will 
involve input from the US Army Corps of Engineers. 

Scope of Work 
This project will evaluate different bridge designs to cross the Quinebaug River to 

continue the Grand Trunk Trail. There are four steps that will be used to evaluate the designs to 
ultimately make a recommendation to the US Army Corps of Engineers. 

 
Step 1 

During the first step of the work, the project team will identify all design criteria and 
constraints. For example, the design will need to accommodate small utility vehicles such as 
ATV’s and Gators which will be used for trail maintenance. The design also needs to span across 
the river with no part of it touching the water. Another constraint is that the bridge has the 
potential to be inundated due to its location downstream of the East Brimfield Dam. The bridge 
design will also need to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). 
 
Step 2 

Four potential alternatives will be developed during the second step, each with its own 
corresponding abutments. There will be enough detail in each design to be able to make a 
decision as to which one is “best” at the end of the design stage. The required bridge span will be 
100 feet. 

The first alternative would involve modifying the design of the “Ed Calcutt Bridge.” This 
is currently installed nearby in Sturbridge on the Quinebaug River, upstream of the Westville 
Lake Recreational Park. This interior width of the bridge is five feet and the span 85 ft.  

The second alternative design would require using salvaged temporary inverset bridges 
from the Big Dig Project. An inverset bridge is constructed upside down, or “inversely”. The 
concrete slab that rests on top of the steel beams is first poured and then the beams are dipped 
into the concrete. (Federal Highway Administration, 2008)  
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A third option would be the project team’s original design. The team will create a 
preliminary design for a new steel bridge. This option will try to incorporate the aesthetic appeal 
of the previous bridge. 

A final option will be selecting a pre-fabricated bridge from a manufacturer. A steel 
bridge will be selected that meets the design criteria. In general, prefabricated bridges can be 
higher in cost than other options. 

 
Step 3 

All of the bridges will be evaluated on the basis of strengths and weaknesses of each 
design regarding cost, transportation, constructability, safety and aesthetics. A point system will 
be used to evaluate each bridge and to select the best option based on the criteria.  

 
Step 4 

The last step is to provide a recommendation based on both the evaluations and 
engineering logic. This will include an AutoCAD rendering of the recommended bridge.  

Background  
 In this chapter, the history of the site including past development, location, and the 
organizations involved are discussed.  Design considerations for erecting a bridge at this location 
such as economical and environmental are also discussed. 

History of Site 
In 1907, The Springfield & Eastern Street Railway completed a commuter trolley line 

running from Springfield to Worcester MA. A bridge was constructed to cross over the 
Quinebaug River in Brimfield, MA. The trolley line operated for about 20 years and was shut 
down in 1927. The tracks were taken away and the bridge was disassembled, however the bridge 
abutments were left in place. (Lowenthal, 2010) 

The flood of 1955 caused tremendous damage in the Quinebaug River flood plain, 
washing out one of the abutments at the Quinebaug River crossing, as well as leaving damage to 
the surrounding towns (US Army Corp of Engineers, 2010). The US Army Corps of Engineers 
purchased parcels of land in 1955 for flood protection of surrounding areas. They built a series of 
dams in the Thames River Basin to control flooding from Sturbridge, MA down to Long Island 
Sound, NY. The East Brimfield Dam was built to restrict the flow of the Quinebaug River. 
(USACE, 2010) 

In 2000, The US Army Corps along with the Opacum Land Trust, the Towns of 
Sturbridge and Southbridge and volunteers started the project of turning the abandoned rail bed 
into a trail to be used for non-motorized, recreational use.  

The Grand Trunk Trail is a section of the rail bed that is currently being developed, 
which runs through Sturbridge, Southbridge and Brimfield, MA. This section of trail is only a 
portion of the planned Titanic Rail Trail which is intended to stretch from Palmer to Franklin, 
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MA. (BTC Town Report, 2009) The US Army Corps of Engineers have expressed interest in 
assisting the project in moving forward. To do so, they plan to erect a new bridge across the 
Quinebaug River at the site of the bridge on the old trolley line in order to continue the Grand 
Trunk Trail. This trolley rail bed runs parallel to the Grand Trunk rail bed.  

Figure 1 shows an overhead view of the site. The yellow lines represent the Trolley Trail. 
The blue dots represent the proposed crossing location. Figure 2 shows a ¾ side view of the gap 
at the site, standing on the E. Brimfield Holland Rd Side of the river, looking downstream. This 
direction is illustrated with the red arrow on Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: Overhead View of Proposed Bridge Site 

Image by Google 
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Figure 2: Looking Downstream at Gap of Proposed Bridge Site 

Design Considerations 
In order to design a bridge, there are various factors that need to be considered in addition 

to the actual integrity of the structure, ranging from the design of the bridge abutments, to the 
cost of construction materials to the use of handrails that must be met. This chapter provides a 
description of each factor that needs to be taken into consideration.  
 

ADA Requirements 
 To ensure a safe and accessible crossing, the regulations provided in the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA) must be followed. The applicable requirements are Accessible Route 
(4.3), Ground and Floor Surfaces (4.5), and Handrails, Grab Bars, and Tub and Shower Seats 
(4.26). 
 An accessible route must have a minimum width of 36 inches as well as passing spaces if 
the route is less than 60 inches wide. The running slope and cross slope must be a maximum of 
1:20 and 1:50, respectively. (Department of Justice, 1994) 
 Ground and floor surfaces must be “stable, firm and slip resistant” as stated in the ADA. 
Also a change in level of ¼ inch or less may be vertical and without edge treatment. However, a 
change in leveling between ¼ and ½ inch must be beveled with a slope of 1:2 or less. A change 
in level greater than ½ inch requires the use of an ADA compliant ramp. If gratings are used in 
the walking surface, there cannot be a space greater than ½ inch in one direction. If the gratings 
are elongated then the long dimension should be perpendicular to the direction of travel. (DJ, 
1994) 
 The ADA also has regulations for the use of handrails. Handrails must have a diameter of 
1 ¼ to 1 ½ inches. There must also be a 1 ½ inch space between the handrail and the adjacent 
wall or surface. Another requirement is that the adjacent surfaces shall be free of sharp or 
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abrasive elements. The strength requirements of the handrails are also provided by the ADA: 
(DJ, 1994) 
 

(1) Bending stress in a grab bar or seat induced by the maximum bending moment from the application of 
250 lbf (1112N) shall be less than the allowable stress for the material of the grab bar or seat. 
(2) Shear stress induced in a grab bar or seat by the application of 250 lbf (1112N) shall be less than the 
allowable shear stress for the material of the grab bar or seat. If the connection between the grab bar or seat 
and its mounting bracket or other support is considered to be fully restrained, then direct and torsional shear 
stresses shall be totaled for the combined shear stress, which shall not exceed the allowable shear stress. 
(3) Shear force induced in a fastener or mounting device from the application of 250 lbf (1112N) shall be 
less than the allowable lateral load of either the fastener or mounting device or the supporting structure, 
whichever is the smaller allowable load. 
(4) Tensile force induced in a fastener by a direct tension force of 250 lbf (1112N) plus the maximum 
moment from the application of 250 lbf (1112N) shall be less than the allowable withdrawal load between 
the fastener and the supporting structure. 
(5) Grab bars shall not rotate within their fittings. 

 

Hydro-technical Considerations 
The flow of the Quinebaug River at normal crest conditions is known because the US 

Army Corps of Engineers controls the flow of the river from the East Brimfield Dam through a 
series of spillway gates. Specific flow rates for rising river levels need to be considered in order 
to design the bridge abutments. The US Army Corps of Engineers specified that the bridge needs 
to be able to withstand flood conditions and be submerged without washing out. So the flow of 
the river needs to be considered to determine the forces acting on the side of the bridge as well as 
on the bridge abutments. 
 

Geotechnical Considerations 
The type of soil that is present at the site will influence the design of the bridge 

abutments. The grain size distribution is the proportion of the different sizes of grains that 
comprise a soil. Different bridge abutment designs will need to be analyzed for each alternative 
based on the weight of the bridge, but also from the type of soil present at the site. Load bearing 
tests and exploratory borings in the area would need to be completed to determine the exact earth 
loads and soil types before the design could be completed. However, without knowing detailed 
information about the soil, the abutments could be designed for worst case scenario in which the 
soil is assumed very soft, where allowance for settlement and limited bearing capacity could be 
incorporated into the design. (Swan, 2009) 
 

Aesthetic Considerations 
Aesthetics is the visual appeal of the design and it should be considered throughout the 

design process. It can be an important consideration for gaining approval from a community. 
Four keys to successfully designing for aesthetics are “simplicity, good proportions with an 
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emphasis on thinness, clear demonstration of how the structure works, and that it fits its context 
and surroundings.” (Transportation Research Board, 2008) These factors will be used to evaluate 
the design alternatives. 
 

Environmental Considerations 
 In 1970, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was formed. At that time, the 
agency required that all federal properties have an environmental assessment performed. This is 
a form that identifies any potential environmental impacts or considerations. Since this 
assessment considered all of the environmental considerations needed for building on federal 
property, building is allowed on properties without limiting environmental factors. When the US 
Army Corps of Engineers had an environmental assessment performed on their land in 
Brimfield, all environmental considerations were addressed. (EPA, 2009) 
 

Economic Considerations 
 Economic feasibility is a contributing factor to the design of the bridge, but ultimately it 
is the deciding factor when the different designs are presented to receive funding. The cost of 
previous, similar designs of each alternative bridge will need to be investigated. The Building 
Price Index is a method to measure the increase in construction costs every year and can be used 
to estimate costs of new projects, based on the costs of previous ones. The cost of each 
alternative bridge design can be estimated through this process which will be used when 
evaluating the bridges and ultimately recommending a specific design. (Building Price Index, 
2009) 
 

Construction Considerations 
A consideration for all design projects is the construction process. This involves 

fabricating the bridge, placing a foundation, transporting materials to the site and assembling the 
structure on site. Construction processes need to be considered to ensure an appropriate design 
and to control costs. Specific factors that influence the constructability are the length of 
construction, fabrication costs, transportation and assembly. These factors will influence the 
evaluation and recommendation of the bridge designs. 
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Capstone Design 
In order to graduate from a college or university accredited by the Accreditation Board 

for Engineering and Technology (ABET), a student must complete a capstone design 
requirement. ABET General Criterion 4 states that “students must be prepared for engineering 
practice through the curriculum culminating in a major design experience based on knowledge 
and skills acquired in earlier course work and incorporating engineering standards and realistic 
constraints that include most of the following considerations: economic; environmental; 
sustainability; manufacturability; ethical; health and safety; social; and political.” This project 
will fulfill these requirements for capstone design. 
 

Economic 
An important component of any engineering design is economics. The costs for materials 

and for constructing the bridge will need to be considered and minimized where possible. For 
this project we will also need to consider where the funding will be coming from. Another 
important economic consideration is that if a project cannot be afforded then it will not get built 
regardless of the quality of the design. To address these issues a cost analysis of each of the 
bridge design alternatives will be performed. This will mainly focus on the cost of materials but 
may include also estimating construction costs. 
 

Environmental 
A concern for engineering projects is minimizing environmental impact on a lifecycle 

basis. Therefore it is important to minimize these impacts starting with manufacturing through 
the assembly of the bridge. This may be accomplished by using recycled bridges from the Big 
Dig Project. A specific environmental consideration is that no part of the bridge can be built in 
the water; therefore a single span will be needed. Another design factor is that the bridge location 
is downstream from a dam, meaning that at some point large amounts of water might need to be 
released from the dam. This might cause the bridge to become inundated. 
 

Manufacturability (Constructability) 
An important part of this design is transportation to and assembly on site. There are two 

narrow trails that allow access to the bridge location. A crane will be needed to possibly 
assemble and then erect the bridge on location. Both of these factors can influence the bridge 
design and will be taken into consideration during the evaluation of the designs. 
 

Ethical 
In all design projects the engineers need to be ethical. To accomplish this we will follow 

the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Code of Ethics. This states that, “Engineers 
uphold and advance the integrity, honor and dignity of the engineering profession by using their 
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knowledge and skill for the enhancement of human welfare and the environment, being honest 
and impartial and serving with fidelity the public, their employers and clients, striving to increase 
the competence and prestige of the engineering profession, and supporting the professional and 
technical societies of their disciplines.” (ASCE, 2010) During the design process, we will strive 
to uphold these principles. 
 

Health and Safety 
Health and safety will need to be considered for all projects. To ensure safety, design and 

construction requirements have been developed and put into place by American Association of 
State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), American Institute of Steel 
Construction (AISC), and ASCE. These standards are used to ensure structural integrity of the 
design. For the bridge design, we will follow these standards and meet requirements, such as the 
Americans with Disabilities Act’s Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities.  
 

Social and Political 
 In order to have an effective design, we need to ensure that the community accepts and 
uses the bridge by considering aesthetics. Another consideration for all projects are political 
factors. For the design of the bridge we will have to factor in input from the US Army Corps of 
Engineers for ultimate approval of our design. 

Methodology 
The Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) approach will be used to design the 

bridges. The LRFD approach will be used instead of the Allowable Stress Design (ASD) 
approach because it is slightly more economical over ASD.  

Before any calculations can be completed, there are a few values that will need to be 
researched in ASCE 7: Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures. These 
include the seismic, snow and wind loads for the specific area. These will be constant values 
used in each of the bridge designs. The specified design live load is 5 tons, or 10,000lbs. 
According to the Army Corp of Engineers, this will be the weight of the heaviest vehicle 
crossing over the bridge. 

The first step for each design will be exploring the following LRFD load combinations to 
find the most critical condition. This will determine the total design load. (McCormac, 2008) 
 

1.4D 
1.2D + 1.6L + 0.5(Lr or S or R) 
1.2D + 1.6(Lr or S or R) + (0.5L or 0.8W) 
1.2D + 1.6W + 0.5L + 0.5(Lr or S or R) 
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1.2D ± 1.0E + 0.5L + 0.2S 
0.9D ± (1.6W or 1.0E) 

Bridge 1 Design: Ed Calcutt Bridge 
 Figure 3 shows the Ed Calcutt Bridge currently in place in Sturbridge, MA. We will 
modify this design to accommodate the conditions at our site. The current bridge is galvanized 
steel, spans 85 feet and has a passable interior dimension of 5 feet.  
 

 
Figure 3: Ed Calcutt Bridge (Sturbridge, MA) 

The first step is to determine the most severe loading conditions. This includes using the 
critical loads found earlier to determine the critical load location. 

The second step is to analyze the deck section of the bridge. This involves determining 
the load capacities of the decking, beams and connections to the truss in the current design. Once 
these values have been determined, we will determine if the new span, width and loading 
conditions will cause a failure. From there, the proportions of the current members can be 
modified to withstand the new loading conditions if needed. 

The next step is to analyze the truss section. First, we will have to determine how the 
span can be increased to one hundred feet. Then, we will analyze the capacity of the current 
members and connections to determine if they will fail under the new conditions. 

The fourth step is to analyze the foundation size and connection in the current design to 
determine the current capacities. Then we will compare that to the new required capacities and 
alter the design if needed. 

Lastly, we will determine the effect of the alterations on the use of handrails. We will 
determine if the current design will be adequate for the new design conditions. 
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Bridge 2 Design: Big Dig Inverset Bridges 
The US Army Corps of Engineers has possession of 4 temporary inverset bridges from 

The Big Dig Project. These pieces are shown in Figure 4. Each section is 65 feet in length and is 
9 ½ feet wide. Each of these bridge sections weigh 45 tons and have an H20 rating. This means 
that the bridge is rated for a 20 ton truck. It is evaluated by assuming that there are 16 tons on the 
rear axle and 4 tons on the front axle which is located 14 ft away.  
 
 

 
Figure 4: Inverset Bridges from Big Dig Project 

 
The first step is to compare this to the site specific loading conditions, however it will 

have an excess of capacity. (Hemstad, 2004) 
 The next step is to design the connection between the two pieces needed to span the 100-
foot distance. First we will have to determine the length of each section. Then we will need to 
design the connection between these pieces. This may include welding and/or bolting. 

The third step is to design the foundation. This includes determining the required area 
and height of the foundation. We will also design the connection to the bridge. 

Lastly, we will design the location and size of handrails based on ADA specifications. 
Also we will need to prepare a typical connection for the handrails to the bridge. 
 

Bridge 3 Design: Project Team’s Original Design 
The first step is to create a preliminary design of the geometry of the truss. From there we 

will determine the most severe loading conditions. This includes using the critical loads found 
earlier to determine the critical load location. 
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The second step is to design the deck section of the bridge. This involves designing the 
decking, beams and connections to the truss. We will first select a decking material to be used. 
Then we will determine a beam size and the appropriate spacing of the beams. Lastly, we will 
design the connection of the beams to the base of truss section. 

The next step is to design the truss section. Next we will determine the required member 
sizes in the truss based on the loading conditions and the geometry of the layout. Then we will 
design the connections between members. 

The fourth step is to design the foundation. This includes the required area and height of 
the foundation. We will also design the connection to the bridge. 

Lastly, we will design the location and size of handrails based on ADA specifications. 
Also we will need to prepare a typical connection for the handrails to the truss. 
 

Bridge 4 Design: Pre-Fabricated Bridge 
 In order to select a prefabricated bridge we will identify manufactures. Then we will 
compare the requirements, including handrails, of the site to potential prefabricated bridges to 
determine an appropriate bridge. From there we will design a footing to support the bridge. We 
will design both the dimensions of the abutments and the connection to the bridge. 
 

Evaluation Process 
 After the four alternatives are designed, we will evaluate the bridges by ranking them 
comparatively with each other. We will rank them from best (1) to worst (4). We will evaluate 
the bridges based on the following parameters: 

• Material Costs 
• Aesthetics 
• Ease of Transportation 
• Strength 
• Constructability 

After the rankings are determined, we will consider relationships between each factor. 
Finally, we will recommend a bridge design. 

Proposed Work Schedule 
Below is a chart outlining the proposed work schedule for completing the design work as 

well as writing the report. The design work will start at the beginning of B-Term and is expected 
to be completed by the second week in C-Term (week 10 overall).  

The report will be written over B-Term and C-Term. As the design work is completed, 
the methodology will be written detailing the steps that were taken. Also the background will be 
completed during this time, in order to incorporate any new information that is gathered. The 
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other sections of the report will be written in C-Term from January 9 to March 4 when the final 
report is submitted. 
 
 

Table 1: Proposed Work Schedule for B Term and C Term 

 
 

Conclusion 
 After completing the proposed work, a recommendation will be provide to the US Army 
Corps of Engineers. Along with the recommendation, there will be several deliverables 
submitted, including: 

• For all four design alternatives: 
o Conceptual drawings  
o Engineering calculations  
o Evaluation considerations, including cost estimates 

• For the recommended design: 
o CAD drawings of bridge 
o CAD drawings of abutments 

 
 

 
 

Term Break
Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Start Date of Week 10/24 10/31 11/7 11/14 11/21 11/28 12/5 12/12 12/19 1/9 1/16 1/23 1/30 2/6 2/13 2/20 2/27
Bridge Design
Bridge 1: Ed Calcutt
Bridge 2: Big Dig Bridge
Bridge 3: Original Design
Bridge 3: Geometry
Bridge 3: Calculations
Bridge 4: Pre-Fab Bridge
Bridge Evaluations
Conceptual Drawings
Write Report
Background & Intro
Procedure/ Methods
Results
Recommendation
Conclusion
Finalize Report

B C
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This appendix displays all of the hand calculations that were performed for each alternative. 

There is a Table of Contents at the beginning of each design alternative section which can be used as a 

more convenient way to navigate through the section to a note where a specific calculation was 

performed. 
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Appendix C – Brimfield Trail Committee Meeting Information  
This appendix contains all of the information that was presented at, and obtained from the 

Brimfield Trail Committee Meeting on February 10, 2011. The template sheet that was handed out at 

the meeting is listed first along with the reserve side of the sheet which described each of the categories 

that were to be weighted by the individual. All of the completed sheets are then displayed, followed by 

conceptual renders of the bridges that were shown at the meeting in order to gain input regarding the 

aesthetic appeal of each alternative.  
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